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HOLLY WISEJLedger & Times
Natasha Purcell, 6, demonstrates a lunge during her father, Jason's, modern fencing class for children ages 6-9. The class is
held Tuesdays at 3:30 p.m. as part of Legacy Sword Arts training.
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By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
Legacy Sword Arts of
Murray recently opened to provide individuals of all ages and
gender an opportunity to develop their fencing skills in the
only studio of its kind in the
western part of the state.
Located on the court square,
the studio is owned and operated
by Jason Purcell, a former competitive fencer, whose dream has
been to provide the community
with the ability to take classes
recreationally or prepare for
competition.
That dream is now in operation.
The local response to the studio has been off the charts.

Purcell has been teaching at
MSU for 13 years.
Purcell said.
Among the various types of
"It's something that people fencing, Purcell has chosen
have always wanted to do," he GlympicTencing to teach beginsaid. "There are plenty of ners "because it's the safest
opportunities for hand-to-hand form of fencing and allows me
combat training (in Murray) but to introduce sword play to any
the nearest fencing center is age and gender. It's very inclueither Vanderbilt or Louisville." sive; whole families can do it,
Purcell began fencing when elderly people can do it."
he was a college student at
However, Purcell doesn't
Murray State University.
want his studio to become limit"I saw a flyer in a dorm and ed. In the future, Purcell wants
like everyone who takes fencing to have an exchange program
said. 'Hey,that's something I've with Three Rivers Martial Arts
always wanted to do," he said.
Academy in Paducah which
The fencing club met in a teaches eskrima, a Filipino form
racquetball court in Carr Health of stick fighting. He said he also
and through vigorous drills, wants to bring Asian Murray
Purcell's skills improved. When State students to the studio to
MSU fencing instructor, Tim teach Eastern sword arts.
Alder, quit teaching, he recom"I want to be a well-encommended Purcell for the position.

passed studio on the entire
world of fencing," Purcell said.
"I love sword play and have
never been able to say 'this is
what I want to concentrate on
for the rest of my life."
As a result, Purcell is experienced in classical and modern
fencing as well as Renaissance
martial
arts
including
longsword, rapier and quarterstaff. According to the Legacy
Sword Arts website, he is also
trained in cudgels, the Asian
sword arts of kenjutsu and
kendo and also theatrical fencing.
Purcell explained that fencing is a relatively new sport to
the United States. "Until the last
20 to 25 years the vast majority

II See Page 2A

Staff Report
One of Kentucky's top officials and running mate with Gov
Ernie Fletcher will be seen marching along Main Street with the
Murray State Homecoming Parade.
Lt. Gov. candidate Robbie Rudolph will be part of the annual
MSU parade festivities and a community support
reception is planned afterward.
"I am excited to be in this year's homecoming
parade as a candidate for lieutenant governor, but
more importantly as someone who truly loves
Murray, Calloway County, the university community and western Kentucky as a whole," Rudolph
said. "I have so many friends here ... it makes me
feel proud."
The Calloway County Republican Party is hosting the community appreciation reception to show
Rudolph
support for Rudolph at the former Miller
Courthouse Annex/old post office downtown.
"We're happy that Robbie is marching in the parade," said
Vernon Anderson, chairman of the Calloway County Republicans.
"It's a good opportunity for the community to come out and show
'home.' His
support for someone in Frankfort that calls Muray,
family is here, his church is here and his business is here.
"We invite everyone to stop by and show their support," he
added. "We think Robbie will continue making a difference for
Western Kentucky since he calls Murray and Calloway County his
home."
The secretary for Gov. Fletcher's executive cabinet, Rudolph is a
graduate of Fulton City High School and attended Murray State
University. He is a member of the First Baptist Church in Murray.
Rudolph and his wife. Lisa, a registered nurse, have two children,
Mallory and Grant.
Rudolph, who owns Rudolph Tire in Murray, was appointed secretary of the Executive Cabinet by Fletcher last summer. Rudolph
previously served as the Governor's first secretary of the Kentucky
I Finance and Administration Cabinet.
lit addition to his business successes, Rudolph founded the
Amazon Valley Mission Organization(AMOR),a team of volunteer
dental and medical professionals who provide dental work, medical
care and eyeglasses to individuals in the very poorest areas of Brazil
while at the same time overseeing construction projects and teach-

II See Page 2A

Fiscal court OKs Murray's Nance among King candidates
application for
CCSO weapons
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The CalloWay County Sheriff's Department is hoping to obtain
some new weaponry through a program sponsored by the
Governor's Office for Local Development.
Calloway County Fiscal Court approved a resolution during a
special-called meeting Tuesday morning that will allow the department to apply for a $28,000 grant through the Kentucky Body
Armor Program. The request lists 15 shotguns and 15 rifles, along
with thousands of rounds of ammunition, to be used for both training and duty purposes.
Sheriff Bill Marcum said the equipment is badly needed. "It's
stuff that we need everyday or at least our deputies will have it
available when they do need it," he said, "We're not sure we'll get
it this time around, but we needed this resolution to apply for it."
Marcum said the department cut back on the ammunition request
because deputies have previously completed much of their training.
Maj. Larry Nixon, the department's administrative officer, told

•See Page 2A
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MSU News Bureau
Murray State University's annual celebration of the crowning of Homecoming King and Queen will take place Saturday, Oct. 13. Candidates will be introduced during the pre-game festivities at
2:30 p.m. at Roy Stewart Stadium. Winners will be announced just prior to the
3 p.m. kick-off.
Candidates for the title of Homecoming Queen are Glimmer Eubanks, Anna
Floyd, Rachel Just, Carrie McAliley and
Rachel Meyer. Candidates for the title of
Homecoming King include Glenn Alex
Chalker, Reed Clapp, Phillip DuVentre,
Eli Hooten and Derek Nance.
— Krystina Glimmer Eubanks, daughter
of Gregg and Catina Eubanks of Eldorado,
Ill., is a senior chemistry and psychology
major, nominated by Alpha Sigma Alpha
sorority. Eubanks is an active member of
Alpha Sigma Alpha, currently serving as
president and previously holding office as
vice president of member education and as a
panhellenic delegate. She has been on the
Dean's List, Hart College Honor Society, a
Student Ambassador and was named Miss
Congeniality in the 2006 Miss MSU
Scholarship Pageant. A nominee for Greek
Woman of the Year, Eubanks visited Greece
with the Kentucky Institute for International
Studies in 2006 and is a student tutor for
Student Support Services. She also participates in intramural sports, playing softball,
flag football, basketball, volleyball and soccer.
— Anna Floyd, daughter of Mike and
Ramona Floyd of Morganfield. Ky., is a senior political science major, nominated by
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority. Floyd is an
active member of Alpha Gamma Delta,
serving as song and ritual coordinator. She
has served as event planner, fundraising
coordinator, vocalist, project planner, and
personal assistant to the director of the
Murray State Women's Center. She is treasurer of Students Promoting Activism, Rights

Photo provided
Homecoming King candiidates are, back row from left, Alex Chalker, Eli Hooten,
Derek Nance, Reed Clapp, Phillip DuVentre. Queen candidates are, front from left,
Anna Floyd, Rachel Just, Rachel Meyer, Glimmer Eubanks, Carrie McAliley.
and Knowledge, and is a member of the
Honor's Program, Gamma Sigma Alpha,
Newman House and the Hester Honor
Society. A Dean's List student, Floyd studied abroad with the Kentucky Institute of
International Studies to Italy and participat-

ed in the National Student Exchange at the
Ramapo College of New Jersey. She won
Hester Idol and participated in Murray Idol,
and has served as volleyball captain for the

•See Page 10A
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Staff Report
Two female children were bat Monday in the Hardin bottoms
after they left their homes about 1:22 a.m, in an attempt to walk
Hardin to meet two male juveniles. according to a Marshall Count)
Sheriff's Office press release.
The children made a cell phone call home hut had no idea where
they were.
The Marshall County Sheriff's deputies and Marshall County
Rescue Squad were dispatched to the area to begin looking for the
children.
According to the release, a Hardin resident, who asked to remain
anonymous,found the girls and their dogs after listening to the radio
traffic. The children were found at 3:05 a.m. between Hardin and
Dexter.
Both females were unharmed and returned to their parents.

After sales call, salesman
donates kidney to customer
TWIN FALLS. Idaho (AP)
-- When Janie Howard
knocked on Paul Sucher's door
six months ago, he was trying to
sell him a new vacuum cleaner.
He ended up giving him one of
his kidneys.
The chance encounter with
Howard, a traveling salesman
for the Kirby Co.. led to transplant surgery in August. Now.
the color is returning to
Sucher's cheeks and he is
recovenng.
Sucher. 35. suffered kidney
failure three years ago because
of high blood pressure. forking
him to undergo dialysis.
When Howard came by on a
sales call, he learned that
Sucher couldn't afford a new

vacuum cleaner because of the
illness. He also learned Sucher
had 0-positive blood — the
Same as his.
"I went outside, prayed
about it, called my dad and my
wife,- Howard remembers
"(Donation) was something I
was called to do."
Howard, who is also 35,
passed the tesrs required for
potential donors. The operation
was done at the University of
Colorado hospital in Denver,
where Sucher had been on the
transplant waiting list.
Two months later. Sucher
says he feels so good it's almost
as if he never was ill: "It's truly
a miracle.-

ing bible school in the area.
Fletcher and Rudolph will face Democratic gubernatorial candidate Steve Beshear and his running mate. Dan Mongiardo. in the
November General Election.
The reception is scheduled for II a.m.
"Other Republican candidates may be there, we just haven't had
direct confirmation at this time. Some other county Republican
chairs from neighboring counties along with supporters are also
expected." Anderson stated.
"We expect a great deal of enthusiasm for our home4n)boy
who has made us all proud. It's like Mr. Smith has aUM .to
Washington, only it's Robbie .. and it's Frankfort.-

gets
G
Photo provided
'POURING OUT'SUPPORT FOR UNITED WAY: Fitts Block and Ready Mix is shown
busy "pouring" the foundation of the
United Way Grand Home. Interested parties can gel busy "pouring" out a few dollars
for the opportunity to win a beautiful
home while helping support the Murray-Calloway County community. Call the United
Way at 753-0317.

McConnell critic of Myanmar junta
WASHINGTON (AP) — As
soldiers in Myanmar killed and
hunted down Buddhist monks
and pro-democracy demonstrators, Senate Minority Leader
Mitch McConnell stood up on
the Senate floor day after day to
berate the country's ruling generals and cheer the dissidents'
courage.
The
mild-mannered
Kentucky Republican has been
Myanmar's fiercest congressional critic for more than a
decade, long before the junta's
crackdown last month sparked
condemnation
among
McConnell's colleagues and
around the world.
More recent advocates for
the protesters — rock star Bono:
President Bush's wife, Laura;
American comedian Jim Carey
— are better known. But
McConnell', focus has made his

SAVE UP To 4 ,;
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$1,200 REBATE
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between August 30 and October 31, 2007.
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furnace It's up to 96 7% efficient the
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and comfortable

name and message familiar
to many in
Myanmar. the
southeast
Asian country
also known as
Burma.
Now
the
t
o
Republican in
MCC"
"
1 1
the
Senate,
McConnell was, for many years,
a leader of the panel responsible
for financing international programs. With that power, he is
credited with putting and keeping Myanmar high on the agendas of the State Department and
White House during times when
it received little public attention.
McConnell, in a recent interview,said the country caught his
attentroa • in the early • 1990s
when he read about the junta
and the pro-democracy movement it crushed in 1988, killing
at least 3,000 people in the
process, and about the plight of
Aung San Suu Kyi, the opposition leader and Nobel Peace laureate under house arrest.
When asked to explain his
continuing
absorption,
McConnell said, "I've had a
long-standing interest; I wish I
could claim I've had an impact."
Last week, there was ample
evidence of his support for the
biggest
anti-government
protests in two decades and of
his anger at the military attacks
that followed. He sent out daily
statements to the news media.
he testified at heanngs and
pushed a resolution of condemnation. and he taped a video
message of support for the protesters.
Mrs. Bush has been an outspoken advocate for human
rights there, departing from the
role she has cut out for herself in
the White House as a first lady
who focuses mostly on domestic
issues like reading programs and
the arts.
In an interview with USA
Today published in Tuesday's

editions, she said the administration is poised to levy additional sanctions against the government there unless it loosens
its grip on the populace.
"The crackdown has been
brutal," she told the newspaper.
Gordon
Johndroe,
a
spokesman for the White
House's National Security
Council, repeated that warning
Wednesday, saying the junta
"must stop the brutal treatment
of its people and peacefully
transition to democracy or face
new sanctions from the United
States."
Some politicians may hesitate to alienate Myanmar's big
neighbor. China, with its booming economy, or Pakistan, a key
ally in the U.S. hunt for terrorists. But they see little downside
is,taking up Myanmar as a
cause.
As a pet issue, though, the
country offers few political benefits to lawmakers, who often
adopt causes that appeal to the
ethnicity or interests of the voters in their home states.
Tom
Malinowski,
Washington director for Human
Rights Watch, said no constituency in Kentucky demands
action on Myanmar from
McConnell. "The only reason to
do what he's doing is because he
cares about the issue," he said.
McConnell, who is married
to Elaine Chao, Bush's labor
secretary,
is
known
in
Washington as a dedicated conservative. In diplomatic and
human rights circles, his name
also is closely associated with
Myanmar.
Michael Green, Bush's former senior adviser on Asia, said
that during Bush's first term
McConnell and his staff were
"considered dangerous, singleissue sentimentalists" in some
pans of the State Department.
Some Asia hands wanted to
move beyond the tough U.S.
sanctions McConnell championed and engage the regime,
Green said. They argued that

From Front
magistrates that should the request be denied by
GOLD officials that it would remain on file for
possible approval in subsequent years. If
approved, the county will not be responsible for
providing any matching funds: the entire cost of
the equipment purchase will be paid through the
program.
In other action, magistrates approved renaming
five county roadways at the request of homeowners following a short public hearing on the matter.

China was making strong
inroads in the region because of
a U.S. focus on driving
Myanmar's junta out of power
through isolation.
Green, an analyst with the
Center for Strategic and
International Studies, said
McConnell made his cage
directly to the secretary of state.
Senior officials, he said, "did
not want to cross him on
Burma" because he had the
power to block support of State
Department programs.
Bruce Brown, a deputy assistant secretary of state for legislative affairs, said top U.S. diplomats often were briefed on
Myanmar before meeting with
or testifying before McConnell.
"He's a tough guy," Brown said,
"and 1 say that in a good sort of
way".
After years of urging the
United Nations and Myanmar's
neighbors to step up pressure,
arid of blasting the junta from
Washington, McConnell's frustration occasionally emerges. "I
can't think of an issue I've spent
more time on, over a longer
period of time, and seen less
results," he told colleagues at a
recent hearing.
Still, he said in the interview,
he has been pulling for the protesters "and hoping they would
stay in the streets and overwhelm this regime with numbers."
"But it takes great courage,"
he added,"and it's easy for us to
preach from over here, sitting
safely in our offices."
Malinowski
said
McConnell's advocacy has
made him well-known M
Myanmar, largely through foreign radio broadcasts.
In a recent e-mail provided
by McConnell's staff, with the
request that the sender not be
identified, a Myanmar student
studying abroad wrote: "Your
words greatly attract my heart.
... I do believe you will support
our democratic movement till
we win."

There was no opposition to the action. The list of
changes include renaming:
— Killarney Lane to Lake Song Lane
•
— Meadow Brook Drive to Marina Way
— Eagle View Drive to Logan Trail
— Harbin Lane to Drew Drive
— White Eagle Drive to Jordyn Bailey Drive.
Also, magistrates approved a $233.000 bid
from Erb E...iipment Company of Paducah for the
leasing of two John Deere road graders for die
Calloway County Road Department.
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of Olympic level tencers have
been from overseas. Fencing is
a very common thing in other
parts of the world and is
engrained in culture and historY...
The United States is the only
country that has not used the
sword as a primary combat
weapon. he explained.
"When I first started, there
were only 8.000 people registered with the United States
Fencing Association." Purcell

said. -That number has now
doubled. It's still not a lot but it
is growing."
There are cultural beliefs
about fencing, which Purcell
says are being broken.
"People look at fencing as
being elitist, racist and sexist
and it was a long time ago but it
is not that way anymore.- he
said. "Fencing is really coming
along in breaking those boundaries; that's really been an exciting aspect. It is no longer an
aristocratic sport.
He explained the last

Olympics was the first time
women were allowed to conipete in the sabre division. TheUnited States now has the No4
all-women's sabre team in tRe
world.
Purcell is currently
classes (ages 6-9)
ofenyuth
1
1
Tuesdays. cadet classes (ag4i
10-13) and junior classes (age,
14-17) on Mondays.
"There are a number of sot-,
dents waiting in the wings felt
adult classes." Purcell said;
These will be added as thit
demand grows, he said.
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EentickyluBrief
Army medical care questioned after
Indiana soldier's death
An

Indiana National Guardsman who died while in the care of
in Army unit for wounded soldiers was alone, in excruciating pain
and had not beea seen by doctors for days, his family said Tuesday.
Sgt. Gerald Cassidy, 32, of Westfield, Ind., died in a chair on the
Third floor of a renovated barracks at Fort Knox, Ky., in September
7— five months after arriving at the post with what his family said
was brain damage suffered in a roadside explosion in Iraq.
Cassida mother, Kay McMullen of Carmel, Ind., said the manner of-4G death — and inconsistent treatment that included the
;Army denying him pain medication — cast doubt on the quality of
'care for service members if the severely wounded are being left to
fend for themselves.
.• "He died because the Army didn't care for him," she said tearTully. "He came back from Iraq, and they killed him."
Military officials on Tuesday declined to comment on specifics
:of Cassidy's case until an investigation is completed.
••• A military autopsy had not been fully completed Thesday, but
results of an independent examination performed at the request of
the family could not determine a cause of death. That autopsy, however,found Cassidy had been dead for hours before being found and
may have been unconscious for days.

Ky. man convicted of killing aunt
gets 25 to life in prison
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• GREENVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A western Kentucky man convict:ed of killing his 85-year-old aunt was sentenced to life in prison
with parole eligibility in 42 years.
Russell Winstead, 42, was convicted in August of killing Ann
Branson, a well-known Madisonville businesswoman who was
found dead in her basement on Jan. 12, 2003.
Hopkins County Circuit Judge James Brantley sentenced
Winstead on Monday, agreeing with a jury's recommendation that
Winstead should serve 25 years to life on the murder charge, meaning he would not be eligible for parole for 25 years.
The jury also recommended he serve 20 years on the robbery
charge. He would be required to serve 85 percent, or 17 years, of
the 20-year sentence. The sentences would be served consecutively, making him eligible for parole in 42 years.
Winstead was arrested in May 2005 outside a hotel and casino in
Costa Rica. As part of the extradition agreement, prosecutors
agreed not to seek the death penalty.
Prosecutors said that Winstead had owed Branson more than
.$74,000. She asked for her money, and he wrote her a $12,000
.check two days before her death but asked her not to cash it until
)an. 13, 2003.
The check was never found, though Branson entered it into a
,book she used to keep up with transactions. She had deducted the
,sum from the total Winstead owed her.
Branson's son, Jack Branson, a retired U.S. Department of
Treasury special agent, was happy with Brantley's decision.
"It couldn't have gone any better," he said.

NTSB: Plane was out of fuel when it
trashed at shopping center
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A plane carrying three Lexington
men that crashed into a shopping center in Tennessee last month
was out of fuel, the National Transportation Safety Board said in a
preliminary report.
The pilot, Gregory Jones of Tallahassee. Fla., made an emergency landing after noticing he was low on fuel, the report said
Tuesday.
All four people aboard the plane were hospitalized. Besides
Jones, 47, they were Ron Turner, 64, founder of the Lexingtonbased electrical contracting firm Amteck of Kentucky; his son,
.Daren, 40, who is president of the company: and his brother-in-law,
Louis Mullins, 58.
No one on the ground was injured. The small plane crashed and
hit a light pole at Brainerd Village Shopping Center, about 2,(XX)
feet from the Chattanooga Metropolitan Airport runway.

Attorney: FBI used informant
wearing wire in investigation
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— An assistant to one of three lawyers
charged with bilking clients of millions of dollars in a diet drug settlement wore a wire and turned over notes of meetings to the FBI,
a defense attorney said.
Rebecca Phipps, an administrative assistant to Melbourne Mills
Jr., secretly recorded conversations as early as June 2006 as the FBI
investigated how Mills. William Gallion and Shirley Cunningham
handled a $200 million settlement over the diet drug fen-phen, said
Mills' attorney, Jim Shuffett of Lexington.
"It appears reasonably certain that an intentional violation of
(Mills') right to counsel occurred and that a hearing is necessary to
develop and remedy the parameters of that violation," Shuffett said.
Gallion and Cunningham, who are part owners of Preakness
winner Curlin, and Mills are jailed in northern Kentucky pending a
trial in January on charges of conspiracy to commit wire fraud. A
'civil court has ruled that they owe at least $42 million to their 'former clients.
The use of Phipps as an informant became known in a motion
filed last week seeking to exclude any evidence that Phipps turned
over to FBI agent Mary Trotman. Shuffett wants U.S. District Judge
William Bertelsman to hold a hearing to determine whether the evidence turned over by Phipps can be used against Mills in a criminal
trial set for Jan. 7.
The U.S. attorney's office in Lexington did not immediately
return calls seeking comment Tuesday.

Delta adding stops in Ky., two other
states
new

CINCINNATI (AP) — Delta Air Lines is adding three
stops, including Owensboro, Ky., as part of its connection service
through Cincinnati, the airline said Tuesday.
Along with Owensboro-Daviess County Airport, Cape
Girardeau. Mo., and Jackson, Tenn., will get nonstop flights to
Delta's second-largest hub at Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky
International Airport in Erlanger. Ky.
Delta Connection carrier Big Sky Airlines will operate the new
flights using 19-seat Beechcraft 1900D aircraft.
In each market. Delta Connection carrier Big Sky will start with
one to two daily round-trip flights timed for convenient connections
to and from Cincinnati. the airline said.
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Criminal Justice Training
Kentucky Justice Cabrner

Basic Training Class 385
DI, It 01 Through 10 05 01
Photo provided

MPD OFFICER AMONG GRADUATES: Law enforcement officers from 17 agencies graduated recently from basic training at
the Kentucky Department of Criminal Justice Training. The 23 officers of Class 385 completed 18 weeks of training, which consisted of more than 750 hours of recruit-level-officer academy instruction. Major training areas included homeland security, law
offenses and procedures, vehicle operations, firearms, investigations, first aid/CPR, patrol procedures, orientation for new law
enforcement families, and mechanics of arrest, restraint and control. Class 385 graduates and their agencies included
Michael D. Weatherford of the Murray Police Department.

GOP chairman wants state to
terminate Beshear's former firm
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state GOP chairman wants
the Office of Insurance to terminate the contract of a Lexington
law firm that has represented the
state agency for more than a
decade in the bankruptcy of
Kentucky
central
Life
Insurance Co.
Steve Robertson said he
believes the action is warranted
in light of a report publicly
released on Saturday alleging
that the firm, Stites & Haribson,
had a conflict of interest that
was "patently detrimental" to
reviving the struggling company
when it went into bankruptcy.
Kentucky Central's bankruptcy has become a political
1111111011 in the governor's nice,The
Democratic nominee, Steve
Beshear, worked for Stites &
Harbison
on
the
case.
Republican Gov. Ernie Fletcher
claims that Beshear and the firrn
caused Kentucky Central to col-

Tenn. agents keep eye open
for smokes, add beer to list
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)—
State revenue agents are watching out not only for cigarettes
being brought into Tennessee
from neighboring states with
lower taxes, but also beer.
For
now,
Revenue
Commissioner Reagan Farr said
the only beer being confiscated
is that found when agents stop
cars for bringing in more than
two cartons of cigarettes bought
out of state.
Tennessee recently tripled its
cigarette tax to 62 cents, making
it higher than those in all eight
neighboring states. The tax
prompted state revenue officials
to conduct surveillance of
tobacco retailers just over state
lines, suspecting Tennesseans
were buying smokes in bulk in
neighboring states with cheaper
taxes.
Beer may be the next target.
"If, as part of our cigarette
tax enforcement, we continue to
see alcohol is also a major problem, we'll talk about addressing
that," Farr said.
Tennessee has one of the
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said Stites &
Harbison
should
have
withdrawn
more than a
decade ago as
legal counsel
on the mammoth corporate
bankruptcy
&whew
case because of
the conflict of interest.
At issue was an allegation
that Stites & Harbison was representing both the Office of
Insurance and the Bank of
Louisville in the case.
The report said Beshear had
no "actual knowledge" but that
he did have "general knowledge" about advice Stites &
Harbison was giving to the Bank
of Louisville and that he should
have turned it over to former
Commissioner
Insurance
Donald Stephens. Stephens was
heading up the Kentucky
Central case.
The report prepared by the

Cincinnati law firm of Porter,
Wright, Morris & Arthur was
kept confidential until the
and
The
Herald-Leader
Courier-Journal went to court
to seek its release.
According to the report, an
attorney in Stites & Harbison's
Louisville office advised the
Bank of Louisville to sell $15
million worth of Kentucky
Central securities. That prevented the securities from being
turned over to the Office of
Insurance to be used to help
revitalize the firm.
Fletcher has been using the
confidential report as campaign
fodder, claiming Beshear and
his firm prospered from the
bankruptcy while thousands lost
their savings.
Stites & Harbison bas been
paid $21 million over '1.5 y6ais
for assisting in the liquidation of
Kentucky Central, which owned
billions of dollars worth of life
insurance policies before it went
bankrupt in the mid-1990s.

CASTLEMAN TIRE
8 REPAIR, INC.

highest malt beverage taxes in
the nation.
In Tennessee, there are two
major taxes collected at the
wholesale level. The state
Department of Revenue gets
$4.29 per barrel; then a tax of 17
percent of value is applied, with
revenue earmarked for local
governments where beer is sold
at retail.
Agents have confiscated as
many as 10 cases of beer from
people originally targeted for
cigarettes, Fan said.
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In accordance with KRS 149.405 (3), the Office of Secretary of State Trey Grayson does hereby give notice of Executive Order
2007-819

October 4, 2007
STATE OF EMERGENCY
WHEREAS, the Commonwealth of Kentucky is experiencing extreme drought conditions, which have led to an extraordinanly hazardous fire occurrence; and
WHEREAS, over 12,000 acres of forests have burned threatening hundreds of homes and structures in the
Commonwealth since August. 2007 at a time when no fires typically exist, and
WHEREAS, forest fires are continuing to occur in the Commonwealth in large numbers at the start of forest fire hazard
season. and
WHEREAS, the large number of forest fires are exhausting the fire fighting resources of the Commonwealth. and
WHEREAS. weather forecasts indicate a prolonged dry penod with no significant precipitation expected in the

Commonwealth. and
WHEREAS,these conditions endanger the public health and safety and threaten the natural resources of the
Commonwealth
NOW THEREFORE, I Ernie Fletcher, Governor of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, under the authonty vested in roe by the
Kentucky Constitution, Sections 69 and 81, and by KRS 39A 010. 39A 090 and 39A 100, do hereby DECLARE that a state of
emergency exists within the Commonweatth of Kentucky. and do hereby ORDER and DIRECT the following
1 All open burning within the C,ornmonwealth of Kentucky Is prohibited unless first approved by the Environmental and Public
Protection Cabinet

(
20a/ftt fitkr,

2 The Division of Forestry in coordination with the Division of Emergency Management. shall coordinate the response and
relief activities of all state agencies, federal resources, and pnvate relief organizations as specified in the Kentucky Emergency

ZOCalp~/r/Neffe.

Operations Plan

CON/f(tUVf &frees.

3 The Division of Forestry is authorized to request such other state and federal assistance as may be available to minimize
human suffenng, restore public servrces and to alleviate unanticipated financial obligations on state and local governments
resulting from this emergency

OitraaPtes,

Fish For Pond Stocking

lapse.
"I think they should be let
go," Robertson told reporters at
a news conference Tuesday.
Julie McPeak, executive
director of the Office of
Insurance, didn't rule out that
possibility Tuesday evening.
"At this point, I'm leaving all
of my options open," McPeak
said. "You know, I didn't have
any knowledge of the report
until just recently. So I'm intentionally taking my time, to proceed with caution, to ensure that
all possible claims against all
parties in this are preserved."
Stites Si Harbison Chairman
Kennedy Helm 111 said his firm
has served honorably on the
Kentucky Central case for 15
Years.
"We are going to continue
doing PP/ _lob As. _191211 as_ we are
engaged," he said.
Independent attorneys who
prepared the confidential report
on the Kentucky Central case

#0 are eau-6Kx de
ffeca CA-at Arattees Co

4 All state law enforcement personnel in the Commonwealth of Kentucky shall enforce this Executive Order In addition. all local
governments of the Commonwealth are requested to direct their law enforcement personnel to aid in the enforcement of this
Executive Order
5. My person who violates the ban on open burning established in this Executive Order shall
ed under KRS 39A 990, and/or such other penaffies as are provided under state law

6 This Executive Order shall remain in effect until rescinded by further Order

you lietaw.

coNorwri•tio IfewsNeot
LEkER&TIMES

be subtect to the penalties provki-

Signed
Ernie Fletcher
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Attested
Trey Grayson
Secretary of State

alt.e....11111444114-isto
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What is history.
When I began teaching history over 25 years ago. I made
determination that my students would have an opportunity
to answer three questions:
What is history? Why study
history? How does one study history'? My determination to
do such a thing is the result of an experience that I had in
my first graduate seminar in history.
I had a very charismatic history teacher
in high school; he instilled in me a desire
to study history. And I had three college
teachers of history who developed in me a
desire to deepen and expand my knowledge
of history. I cannot remember, however,
any of my teachers asking me point blank
the loaded question, "What is history?"
until I walked into a graduate seminar at
Baylor University taught by Professor Hugh
Home and Davis.
Away
That seminar room was dominated by a
By James
long oval wooden table. The walls of the
Duane Bolin
Ledger & Times room were paneled in dark wood. The
room looked just like a university seminar
Columnist
room should look. There were only eight
,ti ot s haus around the table, all of them, save one, occupied when I walked into the room a little late. Now. I try
to get to class or any meeting a few minutes early, but then
as a green graduate student from a town of 500 people in
western Kentucky and fresh out of Belmont University where
I had conipleted a bachelor's degree in history, I didn't
know any better. I came to the class a few minutes late.
And the only seal left empty in the room was at the
table's end, down the length of the table from where Professor Davis sat at the opposite end. This was the first day of
class, so we did the usual thing; we introduced ourselves to
the professor and to each other. One member of the class
had come to Baylor straight from Oxford University. Another student was actually the dean of a Mennonite college in
Canada, on sabbatical to complete another master's degree.
When 0 came my turn. I told them about my roots as a
small town boy in western Kentucky and about my recent
graduation from a small college in Nashville, Tenn., the
music capitol of the world.' Neither my fellow students nor
the professor seemed impressed.
Without further ado, Professor Davis now began class in
earnest. And without blinking an eye he looked down that
length of that table
and. I might add, down the length of
his formidable nose on which were propped bifocal lenses
•- to me. the muttering small town kid with the obvious
inferiority complex. lie looked directly at me. and then he
asked. "Mr. Bolin. what is history?"
Well. I froze. I had loved history in high school. I had
majored in history in undergraduate school. But, apparently.
I bad never considered this insportant question which every
aspiring historian must consider I looked away at the wraid
paneled walls I looked down at the Ticonderoga pencil in
my light hand
I looked. 1 ant sure, like a deer in headlights back toward Professor Da V I% at the other end of the
table. Finally, knowing not what else to do, I mumbled out
the word "past." I said something about history being "the
study of the past."
My timid response did not seem to satisfy Professor
Das is. because tor the next hour and 15 minutes he lectured
me personally
am sure he was not talking to anyone else
in the room; only to met about how history was much more
than the past lie lectured me that the discipline of history
was mush more complicated and that the study of history
s.l
rtn h more complex.
I left that seminar room in a daze. After I had recovered SC'ertiti days later. I made a promise to myself.
pfolltist•ti myself that if I ever got to the other end of the
M.111111.1r table. or it I ever stood at a pridium as a teacher at
the head of a class. I would ask my students, on the first
day of class, the question, "What is history'''. I also decided. based on my own experience. that I would add one stipulation
I would ask my students to define history without
using the word "past." I have followed this practice at the
beginning of each semester. year after year.
I ani always amazed at the answers my students give.
Theo .1110AI:1s are alway better, much more profound, than
iny mumbled response all those years ago
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Duane Rolm teaches in the Department of History as
Mar rigs State University. Ile Ma% he rem lied at
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Thompson remembers his lines
By LIZ SIDOTI
Associated Press Writer
DEARBORN, Mich. (AP)
— Fred Thompson remembered his lines in his first
stage performance.
The newcomer to the
•
Republican presidential field
neither stood out nor bombed
Tuesday in his inaugural
debate of the 2008 White
House race. He largely held
his own but hardly came off
as the Ronald Reagan-like
savior of the GOP that backers have long built him up
to be.
An intense squabbling
between GOP rivals Mitt
Ramey and Rudy Giuliani
over taxes and spending took
some ot the focus -- and
heat --- off Thompson . while
overshadowing John McCain
and the other five Republicans on stage. Thompson
was literally stuck between
Romney and Giuliani as they
sparred.
"I've enjoyed watching
these fellas. I gotta admit it
was getting a little boring
without me, but I'm glad to
be here now," Thompson
said -- and by the end of
the two hours, once he got
comfortable, it showed.
Overall, the sixth major
debate of the GOP nomination fight didn't change the
wide-open nature of the race.
It's still dominated by the
Four strongest contenders Giuliani. Romney. Thompson
and McCain — while a
fifth. Mike Huckabee. again
used his stellar communication skills to underscore the
widely held notion that he is
the underdog most likely to
break out of the pack. Three
months before voting begins.
the front-runner mantel is up
for grabs.
The debate, held in a
manufacturing and automotive
state suffering the highest
unemployment rate in the
country, was heavy on economic issues
In the most heated
exchange. Romney, the former Massachusetts governor,
and Giuliani, the ex-mayor
of New York, squared off
over tax cuts and spending
restraint. Each claimed
greater commitment than the
other in sparring that reflected a quickening pace as the
2008 caucuses and pnmanes
draw close. Giuliani leads in
national polls, but Romney
has an edge in the leadoff
caucus state of Iowa.
'1 cut taxes 23 times. I
believe in tax cuts." Giuliani
said.
Initially. Romney conceded
that. but quickly criticized
his rival for once filing a
court challenge to a law that
gave President Clinton the
nght to veto spending items
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AP
Republican presidential hopefuls former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney and former Sen.
Fred Thompson, R-Tenn., laugh during the GOP Presidential candidates debate at Ford
Community and Performing Arts Center Tuesday in Dearborn, Mich.
line by line. "Fin in favor
of the line-item veto," he
said, adding he exercised it
84.4 times while governor of
Massachusetts.
Romney also said that
while mayor. Giuliani
"fought to keep the commuter tax, which is a very
substantial tax ... on consumers coming into New
York."
Responding. Giuliani said
spending fell in New York
while he was mayor. and
rose in Massachusetts while
Romney was governor. "The
point is that you've got to
control taxes. I did it., he
didn't. ... I led, he lagged,"
Giuliani said.
"It's baloney." retorted
Romney. "I did not increase
taxes in Massachusetts. I
lowered taxes."
That spat left Thompson
and the other contenders as
something of bystanders for
several minutes.
The debate was an important test of Thompson's
maturity as a candidate and
he was looking to counter
the perception that he's
unprepared to be president.
"I don't think his performance was especially bad
hut it wasn't especially great
either." said Comas
Panagopoulos, a political science professor at Fordham
University. "He certainly didn't make the kind of impression that set him apart from
any of the other candidates.
He did very little to change
the dynamics of the race,"
Over the past month.
Thompson has struggled to
answer questions on a range
of topics. from the Terri
Schiavo right-to-life case to
oil drilling in the Florida
Everglades. By many

accounts, he has turned in
an underwhelming campaign
performance with a rambling,
low-energy stump speech
devoid of specifics.
But none of the gaffes
that have marred his first
month as a full-fledged candidate surfaced. He lowballed the Democratic-controlled Congress' job
approval rating at It percent.
A recent Associated PressIpso% poll showed it at 22
percent, and several other
surveys put it in that range.
And while Thompson
pointed out that he belonged
to the Screen Actors Guild.
he missed the opportunity to
say that Reagan was in the
same union. In fact, Reagan
served as SAG president
front 1947-1952 and 19591960.
A late entry to the race.
Thompson good-naturedly
handled the ribbing he took
for waiting until now to participate in debates.
"This is a lot like 'Law
& Order.' senator. It has a
huge cast, the series seems
to go on forever, and Fred
Thompson shows up at the
end," Romney quipped to
laughter.
Thompson nodded and
smiled -- then shot hack
slyly: "Not had, not had
And to think I thought I
was going to be the best
actor on the stage!"
The veteran actor of "Law
& Order" fame is no
stranger to the small screen
and he went to great lengths
to get ready for his performance with two weeks of
mock debates and timed
preparation sessions.
After stammering a bit as
he answered his first question on the economy,

Thompson clearly got in a
groove. He looked repeatedly
at what appeared to be notes
on his podium as he spoke
-- but less so as the debate
continued. At some points,
he even engaged in a few
extemporaneous and lighthearted exchanges with his
rivals.
"He handled himself very
well." said Saul Anuzis,
chairman of the Michigan '
Republican Party. "He clearly
got more comfortable as it
went through."
Thompson was, however,
light on substance and
specifics as he fielded questions.
He stuck to broad statements of what's wrong with
the country and railed
against big government but
offered little in the way of
how to fix the problems —
much as he does during
campaign appearances.
.
"Thompson cleared a hurdle today by showing he can
rough and tumble with the
best of them," said Greg
Weller, a Republican strategist and veteran of presidential campaigns who is
unaligned in this race.
However, he said: "The
campaign is entering a policy
and solutions phase that the
Thompson campaign will
have to catch up with in
terms of putting forward
ideas that will give people
more hope offering a bit
more shining city on hill
posture."
With voting beginning in:
just three months, Thompson
has little time to do it.
Liz Sidon covers presidential politics for The Associated Press.
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Heating oil customers will pay more this winter

Obituaries
Lowed H. Adams
Lowell H. Adams,80, Lawson Road, Murray, died Tuesday. Oct.
9, 2007, at 11:44) a.m, at his home.
An Army veteran, he had retired as press operator
%
. at Murray State University. He was of Baptist faith.
He was married Sept. 29, 1951, to the former
Latricia Ann Gunton, who died May 18, 1993. Also
preceding him in death were one daughter, Beverly
Adams Carson, two sisters, June Parker and Myrna Rose, and two
brothers, Cody Adams and Don Rob Adams. Born Aug. 3, 1927, in
Coldwater, he was the son of the late Columbus Adams and Haru
Hargrove Adams.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Rhonda Anderson
Gallimore and husband, James, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Sue
Bazzell, Coldwater; one brother, Fair! Adams and wife, Vickie,
Mayfield; five grandchildren, Jennifer Anderson, JoAnna Anderson,
Lon Lamb and husband, Nathan, Jamie Carson and wife, Misty, and
Chrystie Chapman and husband, Ed; six great-grandchildren. Jaden
and Tatum Lamb, Emma Ross, Jack Daughaday, and Carson and
Jackson Chapman.
A graveside service will be Friday at 1 p.m. at West Fork
Cemetery at Stella. Rev. F. Wayne Carter will officiate. Visitation
will be at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home from 5 to 8 p.m.
Thursday and until 12:30 p.m. Friday. Online condolences may be
made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com

Joe Allen Jackson
Joe Allen Jackson, 58, South Fulton, Tenn., died Tuesday, Oct. 9,
2007, at 2:20 a.m. at Parkway Regional Hospital, Fulton. He was a
welder for Lennox Hearth Products, Union City, Tenn. Born Jan, 28,
1949, in Fulton County, Ky., he was the son of the late Lee Elmo
Jackson and Mary Davidson Jackson.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Earlene Harrison Jackson; one
son, Joey Jackson, Chicago, Ill.; two stepdaughters, Mrs. Mindy
Bailey, Fulton, Ky., and Mrs. Margaret Conner, South Fulton; one
stepson, Donnie Evans, Fulton; nine grandchildren; three brothers,
Harold Jackson, Hickman, Ky., Jimmy Jackson, Arizona, and
Delmar Jackson, Murray, Ky.; five sisters, Mrs. Alma Jones,
Clinton, Ky., Mrs. Betty Payne, Richland, Miss., Mrs. Peggy Baker,
:Fulton, Mrs. Mary Ruth Nye, Newbern, Tenn., and Mrs. Deborah
:Ray, Union City, Tenn.
: The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Hombeak
Funeral Home, Fulton. Burial will follow in the Cayce Cemetery at
Cayce, Ky. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m.
:today (Wednesday) and after 8 a.m. Thursday. Tributes may be left
:online at www.hornbeakfuneralchapel.com
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.7: The funeral for Jimmy Miller Gallimore will be today
4Wednesday) at 2 p.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral
liome, Paris, Tenn. Steve Gallimore will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Danny Duncan, Micheal
Crass, Jeffery Crass, Jeff McClure, Dustin Parks and
Dwain Alexander. Burial will follow in the Puryear
City Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Gallimore, 69, Puryear, Tenn., died Monday,
Oct. 8, 2007, at his home.
An Army veteran, he had retired from the former Murray
:Division of the Tappan Company. He was president and owner of
-ballirnore Trailer Sales and a member of Tennessee Valley
-Community Church and of AmVets Post 45.
Born May 1, 1938 in Puryear, he was the son of the late Doyle
Gardner Gallimore Sr. and Odie Mae Byars Gallimore. Also preceding him in death were three brothers, Frank Ralph Gallimore, Doyle
G. Gallimore Jr. and Samuel Gallimore.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Denay Carson and husband, Ricky, Puryear; two sons, Kenny Gallimore and wife, Sherry,
Puryear, and Richard Gallimore and wife, Mary, Hazel, Ky.; one sister, Mrs. Glenda Wilson and husband, Bobby, Murray, Ky.; one
brother, Billy G. Gallimore, Puryear; two sisters-in-law, Mrs.
Gwinna Gallimore and Mrs. Betty Gallimore, both of Puryear; special friend, Carolyn Crass, Hazel; 10 grandchildren, Tommy Starks
and wife; Christy, Sandy Elkins, Jessica and Nicole Gallimore,
Matthew and Lauren Carson, James Stenberg and wife, Brandy,
Gina and Janie Stenberg and Angle McCord and husband, Jeremy;
five great-grandchildren, Kaylie. Ryan and Shawn Starks, Emily
Craig and Brooke McCord; several nieces and nephews.
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MINNEAPOLIS (AP) The crumpled steel beams and
shattered concrete of the
Interstate 35W bridge are gone
from the Mississippi River.
These days, it's the process of
replacing the span that's in disarray.
Two months after the bridge
fell, the full cost of responding
to the catastrophe and rebuilding
the bridge has soared to nearly
$400 million. And the project is
at the center of a political skirmish as Democrats and
Republican Gov. Tim Pawlenty
fight over transportation money.
The battle threatens to delay
more than 60 other road-construction projects, with money
promised by the federal govern-.skeet still in limbo.
- 'That bridge is going to be
built. We were told it'sibe highest priority," said Senate
Majority Leader Pogerniller, a
Minneapolis Democrat. "It's
other parts of the transportation
network that will suffer if we
somehow don't figure out a way
to apply one more Band-Aid."
The bridge that collapsed
Aug, I. killing 13 people, was
one of the state's busiest, and
officials want it replaced by the
end of next year. Work on a new
10-lane bridge is scheduled to
start next week.
But the political tension that

arose after the collapse is sure to
spill over into next year, including questions about the competence of the state's transportation
commissioner, Carol
Molnau.
Molnau has been hauled
before lawmakers repeatedly to
explain past decisions and steps
being taken to build the new
bridge. Several legislators,
including the House speaker,
say they've lost confidence in
her and are calling for her resignation. If she doesn't leave,
leaders of the Democrat-controlled Senate say they will vote
to remove her when next year's
session starts in February.
Molnau, who is also
Minnesota's lieutenant governor, said she won't go willingly.
"It's gotten very partisan and
probably a bit mean," she said
after a testy hearing last week.
"People do what people do, and
that's out of my control."
Molnau's critics say she has
cut
the
Transportation
Department too much and not
been a forceful enough advocate
for more spending. In addition,
she's been criticized for not
ordering an emergency manager
back from an out-of-state conference immediately after the
bridge fell.
Molnau's agency also came
under fire from two losing bid-
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Energy & Economic Research
Inc., in Winchester, Mass.
On the other hand, supplies
coming on line this year, including Anadarko Petroleum Corp.'s
Independence Hub platform in
the Gulf of Mexico and a portion
of the huge Rockies Express natural gas pipeline project, are
expected to boost natural gas
supplies by 2 billion to 2.5 billion cubic feet.
"That's a lot of supply coming on," Denhardt said.
The Energy Department estimated a gallon of heating oil will
rise to $2.88 this winter as crude

oil prices stay high. Crud(
futures traded on the New York
Mercantile Exchange have
surged by more than a third fruit
a year ago and settled Tuesday at
$80.26 per barrel, up 1.2 percent
for the day.
Massachusetts,
the
In
Division of Energy Resource)
said dealers were charging al
average $2.72 a gallon for fue
oil on Tuesday -a record high
and up 5 cents from the mos,
recent survey on Sept. 18. The
figure is 11 cents higher than the
peak that followed a series oi
price spikes after Hurricane
Katrina in 2005.
Heating oil is used by 7 percent of American households
mostly in the Northeast, while
natural gas heat is used by R
percent of households. Anothei
30 percent are heated by electricity, which the Energy
Department estimated will rise 4
percent in cost this winter.
For the 5 percent of Amencar
homes that use propane, wintei
heating costs are expected ti
increase 16 percent.
While some homeowners are
choosing to convert to natura
gas furnaces, oil dealers argue
that such conversions don't pay
An average conversion cost)
$5,575, the Oilheat Counci:
says.

ders for the lucrative project
who filed a formal complaint
claiming the process was unfair.
Molnau ultimately rejected the
protest, but the contractors
haven't ruled out a lawsuit. Her

agency hired two companies to
share the work, even though
their $234 million bid was $57
million above the lowest offer
and would take longer than
other proposals.
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Alike Frealand will be signing copies of Blood River to
Borns; Friday, °stoker 12, 4:00-6:30 p.m.
New Life Christian Bookstore on the :gear' in Merray.

Call or Stop by the Office
(270) 753-2654
3223 US Hwy. 641 North
Murray, KY 42071
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STOCK MARKET REPORT
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i
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. Avg. ,,..14l05.9 - 58.6
9733 - 0.64
Air Products
41.99 + 0.01
AT&T,Inc
41.11 • 0.48
BB&T
24% • 0.08
Briggs & Stratton
29.81 • 0.04
Bristol Myers Squibb
81.58 • 0.93
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp 90.77 • 2.03
1.16
Daimler Chrrder
Dean Foods-.-......-26,77 - 0.16
91.86 • 0.81
Exxon-Mobil
.....8.26 - 0.06
Ford Motor
General Electric _-... 41.98 • 0.04
General Motors ................37.% • 0.37
GlaxoSmithl(line ADR -.53.55 • 0.05
611.98 - 0.18
Goothicb
30.26 - 0.17
Goodyear ....
HopFed Bank* .,_.,,...14.92 B 15.24 A
117,97-033
IBM

ol

- 0.02
Intel ........
23.69 • 0.06
Kroger..
+ 0.06
Mattel._ ....
- 0.19
McDonalds
;3.65 + 0.02
Merck...
Microsoft ,,,......,..,,,,.,,,...._30.22 + 0.12
+ 0.43
JA'. Penney
73.85 + 0.64
Pepsico, Inc
25.48 - 0.06
Pfizer, Inc. Regions Financial
_30.36- 0.61
Scheming-Plough
-32.34 + 0.02
Sears Holding Corp ......147.54 + 1.66
19.01 - 0.11
Time Warner
33.13 - 0.24
IS Bancorp
48.90 + 039
79.46 • 0.19
WellPoint Inc
45.19 - 0.02
Wal-Mart
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High cost of heat
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an unusual number of unexpected maintenance outages. The net
result was that fewer refinenes
were producing gasoline, heating oil and other petroleum
products.
The outages sent gasoline
prices to a record $3.227 a gallon in late May as refiners
scrambled to produce enough
gasoline to meet peak summer
driving demand.
"Because they used every
ounce of the refinery to produce
gasoline, it came at the expense
of distillate fuels" like home
heating oil, said Phil Flynn, an
analyst at Alaron Trading Corp.
in Chicago.
Despite the government forecast, natural gas futures prices
have actually been mostly
falling in recent weeks.
Inventories remained high as
new sources of natural gas were
tapped this year and a cooler
summer depressed demand.
"We could have all-time
record storage by the beginning
of February," said Tim Evans,an
analyst at Citigroup Inc. in New
York.
But all of that could turn
around if oil prices stay high and
electricity plant operators switch
to natural gas for, units that can
bum either fuel, said Ron
Denhardt, CEO of Strategic

Minneapolis bridge replacement to cost $400M

Burial Packages

A graveside service for Mrs. Dorothy K. Perry will be Friday at
1:30 p.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. Rev. Steve DeVoss and John
Jones will officiate.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 10 a.m. to
1 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Baptist Church
Building Fund, 203 South Fourth St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Perry. 99, Sha-Wa Court, Murray, died Monday. Oct. 8,
2007, at 1:55 a.m. at Baptist Memorial Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
She received her bachelor of science degree in home economics
in 1928 from Murray State College. For a number of years she
worked as the buyer for women's clothing at Belk-Settle, Murray,
before starting her own tailor shop. After retiring from the Tailor
Shop,'she continued to alter clothes for Graham-Jackson and
Buckingham-Ray stores, located on the north side of the downtown
Murray courtsquare. She was a member of First Baptist Church and
of the Bel Sunday School Class.
Her husband. William Robert Perry, one son, William Edward
Perry, and one sister, Margarette Winchester McCuiston, all preceded her in death. Born Jan. 10. 1908, in Murray, she was the daughter of the late Richard Edward Kendall and Bulah Edwards Kendall.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Ann Perry Churchil and
husband, Ronald Jr., Murray, and Mrs. Jane Perry Cremer and husband, Dr. Ken, Williston, Tenn.; four grandchildren, Pamela
Churchill DeVoss and husband, Steve. Ronald Churchill III and
wife, Carol. Karen Cremer Cooksey and husband, Ricky, and Kenna
Cremer Jones and husband, Jon: six great-grandchildren.

ss

NEW YORK(AP)-Almost
all Americans will pay a lot
more to heat their homes this
winter, even though temperatures are expected to be warmer
than average.
That's the sobering message
from an Energy Department
report Tuesday that estimates
heating oil costs are likely to
jump 22 percent and natural gas
bills, on average, will rise 10
percent between October and
March.
And while the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration forecast a milder
than average winter in most
parts of the country, the agency
also predicted Tuesday that temperatures will be 1.3 percent
colder than last year.
In Massachusetts, where
about 40 percent of homeowners
rely on oil for heat, consumers
are bracing for price spikes, said
Michael Ferrante, president of
the
Massachusetts Oilheat
Council, a trade group. "They
are buttoning up their houses
even more, they are turning
down their thermostats, they are
wearing sweaters," he said.
Surging crude oil prices are
the primary, but not the only,
culprit for the jump in fuel oil
costs. This spring and summer,
American refineries experienced

Ground Burial

Mrs. Dorothy K. Perry
self very
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Public notices published in your newspaper
keep you informed about the business
of government and help you make informed
decisions as citizens in your community.
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Annual Toy Run by Bikers will
be held here on Saturday

Julie Wiggins

Kentucky Motorcyde Association/KBA
District /7 and Bikers of Western Kentucky invite the public to Join them for
the 17th annual Toy Run on Saturday at
I p.m. starting at Wal-mart Parking Lot,
Murray, and ending at Dexter Community Center, Dexter.
Admission is one new toy or donation.
Cars and trucks are welcome. All proceeds
will go to the Purchase District Foster Parent Association. This will feature a bike show,
door prim. T-shirts, drinks, raffles, half
and half and plate lunches.
For more information contact Daniel
Ripley at 227-0335 or Edna Barnett at
753-5476.

Randy Ford

Wiggins and Ford are
speakers at New
Beginnings meeting
Julie Wiggins was the keynote speaker tor New Beginnings
meeting. held Saturday at the Westside Baptist Church
She talked about how much God loves us all and wants to
develop a friendship with u% after the salvation experience.
Randy Ford gave a testiniony of his life and how God has
completely taken away his former desire for drugs and other
pleasures of the world. He encouraged participants to keep
reading God's Word daily in order to be so full of Jesus that
other things can't creep in.
Both Wiggins and Ford said that they have found God to
he sufficient in everything that conies their way and the inner
peace and .ioy that comes with this kind of life is something
worth talking about.
The next meeting of New Beginnings Support Group will
be Saturday. Oct. 20. at 6:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church.
-. The keynote speaker_ will be Jennifer ,Lynn who will speak
to the sufficiency of God in the life of a single person:
Childcare will be available. For a ride or more information
call 753-0156.

Photo provided
Pictured at the September meeting of the Zeta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club were, from left, Norma Frank,
Patsy Tracy, Ulla Belle Hodges and Barbara Brandon.

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Fnday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be Jeff Prater and The Smith Family. There is no admission charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted. For
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glorybound@hotmail.com.

Life House director will
speak at Zeta meeting

Carmeleta Norvell, director made out to Zeta Deparment
of Life House of Murray, will or mailed to Norma Frank, Reformers Unanimous
to meet
be the speaker at the meeting 1513 Johnson St., Murray, KY
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
of the Zeta Department of the 42071.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Murray Woman's Club on
Cathryn Garrott will give Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the club the "Thought for Day." Hosthouse.
esses will be Barbara Erwin, Shriners
sponsor Bingo
Members are asked to bring Neva Grey Allbritten, Lula
Murray Shriner% sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
white socks, puzzles, playing Belle Hodges and Ailene Green,
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Procards of paper back books to
Pat Harrington, past presibe donated to the veterans. dent of the Murray club, was ceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.
Also the Home Department is the speaker at the September
collected good used profession- meeting. Lula Belle Hodges VFW Post 6291 will meet Thursday
Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 6291 will meet Thursday a
al clothing to be brought to gave the thought for the day.
6:30 p.m. at the new Legion Hall on North Fourth Street,
the (ktober meeting.
Hostesses for September
Dues for year must be were Barbara Brandon, Patsy Murray.
received at the Thursday meet- Tracy, Norma Frank and BonTOPS to meet Thursday
ing. Checks for $55 should be nie Jones,
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library. The meeting is open to the public. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.
I

Lodge 592 will meet Thursday
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet Thursday at
6 p.m. at Ryan's Steak House.

Flu clinics are scheduled
Flu clinics for shots will be today from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at the University Church of Christ, and on Thursday, Oct. 25,
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Glenda)* Road Church of Christ.
The Kids' Shot Day will be Tuesday. Oct. 20, from 7:30 a.m.
to 7 p.m. at the Calloway County Health Center, located at
Olive and North Seventh Streets. Murray.
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SS representative to be at library
A representative of the Social Security Administration will
be at the Calloway Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. to assist persons in filing forms. For information call 1-800-772-1213.
HOLLY WISE/Ledger & Times
PROCLAMATION SIGNED: Calloway-County Judge Executive Larry Elkins signed
the
Extension Homemakers Week Proclamation in the presence of Calloway County
Homemakers Association members. The proclamation states that Oct. 7-13 is Extension
Homemakers Week and encourages all Kentuckians to participate in local extension activities.
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Lions Club has promotion
Murray Lions Club has started its annual See's Candy sales.
Contact any club member or Rowina Wilburn, chairperson, at
753-3(180 before Nov. 1 to place an order. The proceeds from
this activity, will go to local sight programs.

Sunshiners group will meet
Sunshiners Church Women's Group will meet today at 2:30
p.m. in the fellowship hall of Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church. This will include sewing and fellowship.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call
753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert has been issued for a standard size stove
and refrigerator by the Calloway County Family Resource Center. Anyone having one to donate is asked to call 762-7333

Art Guild offering classes

HOLLY WISE/Ledger & Times
FIREHOUSE TOUR: From left. Murray-Calloway County Fire Department's Capt. Kenny
Reynolds. Firefighter Kevin Doyle, Rebecca Cunningham and her Murray Elementary
kindergarten class, Cunningham's assistant Susan McManus and Assistant Fire Chief
Mike Sykes
are pictured after a recent fire prevention demonstration.

Murray Art Guild is offering several weaving workshops
this month. Weave A Scarf in a Day for Youth will be during fall break on Tuesday. Beginning Weaving for Adults will
be Oct. 12 from 6 to 9 p.m., Oct. 13 from 9 a.m, to p.m..
Oct. 26 from 6 to 9 p.m. and Oct. 27 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
No experience is necessary for the workshops and materials
for getting started are supplied. For more information contact
the guild at 753-4059 or murrayartguild.org.

Hospital bed is needed
A hospital bed is needed for a local man in his apartment.
Anyone having one to donate is asked to call 205-6283, 1270-354-6064 or 1-270-205-6090.

Democratic headquarters open

731-641-9168
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270-7534751

Calltiway County Democratic Party has opened its headquarters at 510 Main St., Murray. The telephone number is
753-9418. Voters can pick up campaign materials, register to
vote and volunteer to support the Democratic ticket in November. The hours will be from II a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday and from 9 a.m. to noon on Saturday. For more information call David Ramey at 759-9905.

Republicans open headquarters
Calloway County Republican Headquarters is now open at
the building at 200 South Fourth St., on the southwest comer
of downtown Murray Court Square. The hours will be 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday. For more information call
Mary Cowan at 293-3044 or Vernon Anderson at 759-1556.

Volunteer opportunities available
Copies of the 2007-2008 Volunteer Opportunities requests
and the training schedule for Murray Elementary and Murray
Middle Schools are available at the Murray Board of Education, located at 208 South 13th St.
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Mo and Suzette Moghadamian of Elizabethtown announce
the engagement and forthcoming marriage of their son, Eric
, Moghadamian, to Kris Ann Douglas, daughter of John and
Pamela Douglas of Quincy, Ill.
The bride-elect, a graduate of the University of Missouri
with a degree in biology, is currently employed at the pathology lab at the University of Missouri Hospital.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Elizabethtown High School
and Transylvania University. He received a degree in medicine
from the University of Kentucky College of Medicine where
he received the Albert B. Chandler Award for top graduating
medical student and has completed his residency in orthopaedic
surgery at the University of Missouri Hospital.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, Nov. 3, 2007, in
Columbia, Mo.
The couple will reside in Charlotte, N.C., where Dr. Moghadamian is currently completing a fellowship in orthopaedic trauma
t. at Carolinas Medical Center.
Dr. Moghadamian is the grandson of Tom and Opal Crowell of Murray.

Nominations being taken
for Lovey Raburn Award
to 4 p.m.
, Oct. 25,
of Christ.
7:30 a.m.
located at

PADUCAH, Ky. — Four
Rivers Behavioral Health Board
is seeking nominations, for the
'MO I:ovey Raburn award.'
• The award is presented annually to a citizen whose long
term service and support have
made a significant contribution
in the areas of mental health,
mental retardation, or substance
• abuse.
The 2007 recipient will be
announced at the board's 41st
annual meeting and employee
recognition dinner on Dec. 20,
2007 at the Four Rivers Behavioral Health, corporate office.
The award, created in 1977,

is named in honor of Lovey
Raburn of Carlisle County who
died while fulfilling a bo d
of direeteri-terin frir the a
Nominatibris khould Include
a summary of the candidate's
activities related , to mental
health, mental retardation, or
substance abuse services and
an explanation of why the person deserves the award.
Nominations should be sent
to Kim Clabom, Four Rivers
Behavioral Health, 425 Broadway, Paducah, KY 52001, The
deadline to receive nominations is Nov. 6, 2007.

Samantha Arlene Morris
Mr. and Mrs. John Morris of Murray are the parents of a
daughter, Samantha Arlene Morris, born on Sunday, Sept. 9,
, 2007, at 6:45 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds I ounce and measured 19 1/4
. inches. The mother is the former Angie Huff. Two brothers
are Jake and Trent and one sister is Kristen.
Grandparents are Bruce and Opal Huff of Almo and the late
Evelyn Feulner.

Jackson Graham Fitch
workshops
ill be durAdults will
. to p.m.,
. to 4 p.m.
d materials
tion contact

Robert Fitch DMD and Mary
Owler Fitch of Bambi Ct.
South, Murray, are the parents
of a son, Jackson Graham Fitch,
, born on Friday. Sept. 21. 2007,
, at 4:59 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds
, 3 ounces and measured 18 1/2
inches.
Grandparents are Garrett and
Ruth Owler of Ballwin. Mo.,
and David and Janet Fitch of
Murray.

Stephanie Lynn McDaniels and Jonathan Noah Duncan were
married on Saturday. May 26, 2007, at Hico Glen Farm, home
of the groom's parents, with Rev. Mark Welch officiating. Murray State University String Quartet presented music.'
The bride is the daughter of Mike D. McDaniels of Calvert
City and Cindy and Buddy Parker of Murray.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Mary K. Owen and the
late Chester H. Owen and Mrs. Regina McDaniels and the late
James H. McDaniels, all of Eddyville.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Duncan of
Murray.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Della W. Duncan and the late
Gerald Hayes Duncan and the late Mr. and Mrs. Jack Beale
Kennedy, all of Murray.
Amy Hille of Paducah was the maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Jill Holloway of Paducah, Kate Duncan,
sister of the groom. Murray, Sara Swiney of Poplar Bluff, Mo.,
and Jodi Martin of Marion.
Ring bearer was Carson McDaniels, nephew of the bride.
Chris Stratman of Evansville. Ind., and Nick Garvin of Murray were best men.
Groomsmen were his father, Jerry Duncan, Lt. Travis Humkey
of Lexington and Steven Prince of Murray.
A reception followed at the Murray Country Club.
Kris-Ann Kaiser of Evansville, Ind., attended the guest registry.
The bride is a 2001 graduate of Reidland High School and
a 2005 graduate of Murray State University with a bachelor's
defiree in exercise science: Wellness and Rehabilitation. She is
kat. mgialitso
oway. County Hospital Health
'tenter.
The groom is r 2OO graduate of Murray High School and
a 2005 graduate of Murray State University. He is currently
studying for his master of science degree in management of
technology and is currently employed at Murray Mold and Die.
The couple is residing in Murray.
•

Jones will present
seminar on the IvoryBilled Woodpecker
Marshall P. Jones, retired
deputy director of the Interior
Department's United States Fish
and Wildlife Service, will present a seminar,"The Ivory-Billed
Woodpecker - Grail Bird or
Ghost?" at 1:30 p.m. Friday,
in the Freed Curd auditorium
in the industry and technology building on the Murray
State campus.
Jones graduated in 1974 with
a master's degree in biology.
He will be on campus during
Homecoming weekend to be
honored as the biology department's 2007 Distinguished
Alumnus.
He retired after an illustri-
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Maynard
graduates
from basic
Pfc. Joshua M. Maynard has
graduated from Army basic
training school at Fort Leonard
"Wood, Mo. He is in Charlie
- Co. 82 Chemical 131.
Maynard earned the Sharp
' Shooter Medal. He will now
be taking advance training at
Fort Huachua. Ariz.
He is the son of Jeanna
Cooper Maynard and James
• Maynard of St. Paul, NC., and
the grandson of Mrs. Anna
Cooper of Lynn Grove.

ous 31-year career that included major accomplishments in
conserving some of the world's
most imperiled wildlife. He
worked on U.S. policies regarding panda conservation and the
1989 U. S. moratorium on trade
in African elephant ivory.
Jones is presently senior program adviser with the Smithsonian
Conservation
and
Research Center with the
National Zoological Park.
For more information on
Jones' seminar contact Tom
Timmons, chair of the department of biological sciences at
MSU, at 809-2786.
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2. Stylish drapery hardware.
3. kautlful antom bedding.
4. Custom upholstery(ti4 s even 5.re r house
5. Maier design services designed to fft your budget ;irna9nr the)
From cksign to labncatico to professional installation, your work is done
in house by out friend/y staff
Come check out the Reed Interiors difference for)ourself,

Service After Sale ,

Vanessa Jones of Cadiz and Chris McNeely of Murray were
married Saturday, Aug. 25, 2007, at Westside Baptist Church.
Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Ricky and Kathy Jones of
Cadiz. The groom is the son of Guthrie and Linda McNeely
of Murray.
Glynn On and Tim Palmer officiated at the ceremony.
The honor attendant for the bride was her sister, Jennifer
Sanchez of Cadiz.
Bridesmaids were Tammy Lovett, Jennifer Myers and Jessica Chandler, all of Murray, and Kelley Draughon of Cadiz.
The flower girl was Celeste Sanchez of Cadiz, niece of the
bride.
Best man for the groom was Brock Jones of Murray.
Groomsmen were Steve Watkins, Josh Lovett, Chad Thom
and Brian McNeely, all of Murray...........
Following the ceremony, a fish fry and dancing was at the
Knights of Columbus Hall, Murray.
The bride received her bachelor of arts degree front Murray State University and is project manager for Kentucky Lake
Productions.
The groom received his associate degree in applied science
at Paducah Community College and is physical therapist assistant at Camden Rehab.
The couple is now residing in Murray.

Smith Family Homecoming
Jubilee will be held Oct. 20
HARDIN, Ky. — Eddie
Crook will present the Smith
Family Homecoming Jubilee
on Saturday, Oct. 20, at Hardin
Baptist Church, Hardin.
The Smith Family Trio of
Fulton will be celebrating 25
years of singing gospel music
with a live dvd taping at the
church at 6 p.m. with a preconcert starting at 5:40 p.m. fealuring the Smith Family.
The event will feature a
"Gaither Style Choir" along
with other artists such as The

Lefevre
Quartet.
Barbara
Roach, Ivan Hodge, The Masters Four, The Webb Bros.,
Linda Taylor, Keepers of the
Flame, Debbie Skeen, The Disciples Quarters, Roxane Kaley.
The Baker Bros., Marcy and
JP
The public is invited to
attend this night of Southern
Gospel Music.
For more information call
1-270-472-3655 or 1-731-4419187 or visit the Smith website at www.smithfamilytrio.net.

Murray Masonic Lodge #105
COUNTRY HAM BREAKFAST
Country Ham,Sausage, Eggs, Biscuits & Gravy
All-You-Can-Eat Only $5.00

Saturday, Oct. 13th,6 a.m.-10 a.m.
2036 State Route 121 North, Murray

of Murray

I.LC

GAZETTE
PUBLISHED WEEKLY (a)
1505 STADIUM VIEW DR.
MURRAY, KY 42071
Fern Terrace would like to thank local gospel group, fin
Heaven's Sake for the wonderful performance they gave us
this week. They are a wonderful group and anyone having
the opportunity to hear them, should...they're great!
We will be welcoming residents from Mills Health and
Rehab Center of Mayfield to our facility this week for an
afternoon of bingo and we are certainly looking forward to
that.
The residents and staff of Fern Terrace are gearing up for a
yard sale October 20th and encourage everyone to stop by
and check out our goods on that day from 7:00 a.m. to 1:00
p.m. We'll have lots of good things to sell so there'll be something for everybody!

'Full Parts Dept
Residents Celebrating Birthdays This Week
'Locally Owned &
Operated
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Blood donor center a valued service GOT MILK?
Special to the Ledger
George M. Ligon gives blood
on a regular basis to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Blood Donor Center located on
the 1st floor of the hospital. In
fact, to date, he has donated 4
gallons and 5 pints. He believes
in giving blood so that it might
benefit others and he believes in
the legacy his fattier, the late
George H. Ligon, left behind.
"My father was part of the
Lions Club when they decided
to support this project of getting
a blood donor center in Murray,"
said Ligon. "His fellow Lions
(bub members decided to name
tbe Center after him because he
hrlieved in it so passionately
apd was an active member of
ibis community."
• In the early 1970s, members
of the Murray Lions Club developed a plan to open a Blood
Donor Center. Sen. Ken Winters
was President of the Lions Club
at the time of the dedication and
Dr. Arvin Crofton and the late
Paul Maggard. also Lions Club
members at the time, were one
id the first people to donate
blood.
"I remember a picture in the
paper of Arvin Crofton and Paul
Moggard giving blood," says
Joe Pat James, Lions Club
Historian. "The Lions Club
made this project a pnonty and
continues to support it even
1101N:'

Arvin _Crofton has continued
to support the Center and is setting a personal goal of 9 gallons

Subscribe
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School to encourary
Element
students at North
Molly the Cow, from Goldenrod Dairy, visited
visits with Tony Wecker,
Molly
above,
Pictured
foods.
healthy
eat
age them to drink milk and
.
left, and Breanna Kimbro, both first-grade students
Photo provided
Ligon, and
Pictured are George M. Ligon, son of George H.
Blood
Hospital
County
ay
-Callow
Murray
of
Beth Wiggins
Donor Center
of blood donated by the end of
the year. "I remember George
Ligon as a gung-ho Lion and he
would be so proud to know that
the Blood Donor Center is still
in Murray available as a service," said Crofton.
As of 2007, MurrayCalloway County Hospital has
one of the only two hospitalbank Centers in the state of
Kentucky. The constant supply
of blood provided locally to the
MUCH Blood Bank provides
the gift of life to many people.
From a convenience perspective, it only takes less than an
hour to make a blood donation
and &mations of all blood types
are 'greatly needed The Hood
received by MCCH Blood Hank

stays in the community to serve
the needs of patients within our
area. "We are always needing
donors and want to encourage
people in this community and
the surrounding communities to
give blood on a regular basis."
said Beth Wiggins, Blood Donor
Center Coordinator.
A blood donor must be at
least 18 years of age (or 17 with
parental consent), be in good
health, weigh at least 110
pounds, and pass the brief physical and health history exams
given prior to collecting the
donation.
For more information or to
schedule an appointment to
give, please contact 762 1119

PLEASE JOIN US
FOR A COMMUNITY PROGRAM

"Secondhand Smoke:
the Science and
the Smokescreen"
Dr. Richard Hurt
Founder and Director
of the Mayo Clinic
Nicotine Dependence Center
Dr. Hurt is a native of Murray and a 1966
graduate of Murray State University.
He is an internationally recognized
expert on tobacco with appearances
on Dateline, Good Morning America,
and The Today Show.

Tuesday, October 16
7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Wrather Museum Auditorium
Proqram time includes question and ansuw with Dr. Hurt)

... SPONSORS .. .
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Substance Abuse Prevent
Jllotvay County Alliance For
Air Murray Coalition
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I' VI II • Purchase District Health Department • Marshall

Halloween a culprit to teeth Study: Kids have
however
Halloween can be a fun and exciting time for children,
nt are the nonstop
the main culprit that causes this fun and exciteme
treats and candy.
safe during this
It is important for parents to keep their children
are conholiday, but it is also wise to keep an eye on what children
is practiced.
hygiene
dental
proper
sure
making
also
%Mile
suming
while helping
"There are several tips parents ,should consider
holiday," said Cliff
their child maintain proper oral health during this
y President.
Maesoka, D.D.S. and Delta Dental Plan of Kentuck
health in
"One very popular strategy in keeping a child's dental
'bank' will be
check is to set up a candy 'bank', establishing when the
a time."
open and allowing only two to three pieces of candy at
Other suggestions include:
sometimes a
— Serve a healthy dinner before trick-or-treating;
food
junk
for
room
less
leave
can
meal
ng
nourishi
shes,
— Consider giving out sugar free treats or even toothbru
toothpaste or floss to other trick-or-treaters
a piece of
— After eating candy, parents can give their child
sugar from
cheese, fruits, vegetables, water or milk to wash away
teeth
a day
— Make sure your child brushes and flosses at least twice
and before bedtime
candy
Lastly, and most importantly, be sure and inspect a child's
been tampered
for loose or tom wrappers. If you suspect candy has
with, discard immediately.
treat bag.
There is a myriad of candy types in a child's trick-ormarket, which
There are thousands of different types of candy on the
can vary in sugar content, size and substance.
ka.
"There is no good Halloween candy." explainedMoesa

trouble keeping
weight off too

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Heavy
children who lost weight kept
the pounds off better through
weight maintenance follow-up,
but even that wasn't terribly sucyears,
over two
cessful
researchers reported.
The less-than-perfect results
underscore the challenge in
fighting the nation's obesity epidemic. About 34 percent of
American children are overweight.
A team led by researchers at
Washington University School
of Medicine in St. Louis found
that obese children who lost
weight kept it off if they were in
a maintenance program, but its
eifectiveness waned over time.
The research involving 150
overweight 7- to 12-year-olds is
one of the first large-scale studies to evaluate the long-term
effects of weight-loss maintenance strategies in children.
The researchers studied
obese youngsters from 19992004 at a university clinic in San
Diego, where Wilfley used to
teach. The children weighed at.,
least 65 percent more than their:
recommended weight. All of the:
children in the study also had at
least one parent who was over-weight.
Each child and parent went
through a five-month weightloss program that set goals and
Including the Treatment of Hearing
emphasized healthy eating and:
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
exercise. They were also cram-,
seled by behavioral therapists. 7
On average, after five
No Referrals Required
Dr. Phillip Klapper
the children lost about
months,
ted
Accep
nce
Most Insura
11 percent of their weight. They.
were then randomly assigned tov
Beverly Jones 'Audiologist
one of three groups for four
months.
Patricia Klapper RN.Hearing Aid Specialist
One group was given no further instruction. Another group'
focused on self-monitoring and
vigilance and used other behavMedical Arts Building Suite 304 E
ior skills, trying to lose weight.
right away if they regained it.
:100 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071
In the third group, the young-,
sters were guided into play dates:
that involved physical activ4;
(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926
and healthy eating; they were:.
encouraged to make friends with,
more physically active peers.:
They also were counseled on:
body image and how to cope
with teasing.
Try this:
checked
Researchers
progress after one year and
again after two years. Those irc
the behavior skills and social:
T
Decompression
groups were better able to keep
weight off in the short term than
in adjunct with chirop
those who had no intervention.:
However, the effects waned
A SAFE and PAINLESS pr
t during follow-up:
somewha
• Disc
• Pinched Nerves
The kids left to their owne:
• Di
• Sciatica
devices regained their los
• DI
• Keck & Arm Pain
pounds, and then some, afteil
two years.
The best outcome was for:
socially adept children wha
• No Drugs
were encouraged to change them
• No Injections
playmate networks. Most o
those children were able to:,
• No Surgery
maintain nearly the same weight::
they had after the weight-loss.
program.
m
'SP.nal Decamp...0
More work needs to be done:
non-ftepead urdorling tl Susperwr
parbonnp
and
to
combine the best of the
*AD erisIracbc.
approaches. Wilfley said, per-s
haps extending the time spent
FDA SICIMIO 50610,3
teaching skills to maintain.
weight. The alarming number ot:
obese kids means researchers:
have to develop better ways oC
helping them lose and keep the
pounds off. Watley said.
(across from wendy s

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care

\\Physician's Hearing Center
I)

7/

Back and Leg Pain?
SpineMEDT"

Etherton Chiropractic
1102 Chestnut Street, Murray
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Three new clubs are beginning for local youths
Three new club are hitting tracts, pay $40 and learn of
Club is hosting a 4-H Horse
the 4-H scene: Vet Science
their speech topic for 2008
Show at Wranglers Riding
Club, HA 4-H Club and
at the meeting from 5 to 6
Club on Oct. 13 at 11 a.m.
Country Ham Project Group.
p.m at the Extension Office. All 4-H members are welA new
Youth will conunit to cure
come to participate. Show
Vet Science two country Hams at Broadbills are available at the
Club will
bent's in Eddyville and give
Extension Office. Ron Talent
be meeting
a speech at the Kentucky
is show coordinator at 753on the sec- State Fair in August. To ful9894.
ond and
fill their commitment youth
The HA 4-H Club will
fourth
must attend at least 75 permeet Oct. IS. afterschool
Thursdays
cent of country ham meetuntil 5 p.m. at a vet's office
at the
ings and give a speech at
This community 4-H club
Extension
the Kentucky State Fair.
will be focused on Animals
Office from
In 2007, Calloway County
and the Home. Colleen and
6 to 7:30
4-H Youth were recognized
Mark Anderson are the leadp.m. At
for their efforts at the
ers, phone 227-4510. New
times on
awards presentation. Alex
Members are welcome.
By
the fourth
Bloodworth, freshman at
Area Record training is
Ginny Harper Thursday,
Murray High, was named as
slated for Oct. 17 from 3:30
Calloway
the club
Grand Champion Junior
to 5 p.m. at the Extension
County Agent will go to
Overall. Samantha George
Office. All interested youth
for 4-H/Youth
other locaand Abigail Stringer placed
are encouraged to attend.
Development
tions where with their speech and ham.
The Southwest Superstars
the youth
This youth, James Saylor,
will meet Oct. 18 at Southwill work on a specific anifrom Calloway County was
west from afterschool until
mal project.
recognized for speech These
4:30 in the library. Judy
"We are excited to give
youth were recognized for
Kelso, Candi Kelso and
youth that aspire to be vets,
Ham: Morgan Stringer, Katie
Bobbi Kelso are the leaders.
vet techs, or other related
Saylor, Jared Geurin, Amber
The organizational meeting
fields first hand experience
Sanders, Greg Wood and
of Country Ham Project will
and hands-on knowledge of
Cassie Hendon.
be Thursday, Oct. 18, from
animals," said Sandy WeathUpcoming Events:
5 to 6 p.m. at the Extension
erford, co-leader.
The 4-H Dog Agility Club Office. Youth will be signing
"A wide scope of material the Millennium Mutts met
contracts and learning about
and potential lessons will
Oct. 6 from 9 to 10:30 a.m. the curing process. To particspark the interest of many
at the Wildwood Farms. The
ipate in the Country Ham
youth.
club will meet on the first
Project in 2008 you must
We will also cover mateand third Saturdays of each
attend this meeting. Recipes
rial that will make the youth month. The leader is Karen
for cooking country ham will
more comfortable with their
Collins.
also be discussed.
own animals at home,"
The Talk Masters is a
The 4-H Dusty Spurs will
Weatherford continued.
Communications 4-H Club
meet on Oct. 18 at 6 p.m.
New Members are welthat met on Oct. 8 and will
at the Extension Office.
come to come to this Vet
meet again Nov. 26 from
State Shooting Sports CerScience Club.
3:30 to 4:45 p.m. at the
tification Weekend in Jabez,
Another new venture is
Calloway, Public Library.
Oct. 19-21. Deadline to regthe HA 4-H Club meeting
Sharon Siebold is the leader.
ister was Oct. 5. For more
on Monday after school until
4-H Archery is met on
information about Shooting
5 p.m. with Colleen and
Oct. 9 and will meet again
Sports Call Michele Sanders
Mark Anderson. This club
Oct. 15, 22 and 29 from
at 293-1061.
will be focused on Horne
5:30 to 6:30 p.m. Coach is
A 4-H Rock Hunt is
Projects and our pets. The
Benton.
Larry
For more
scheduled for Oct. 20 from
first Mondays they will be
information call Michele
9 to 3 p.m. The group will
Home Environment Projects
Sanders at 293-1061.
meet at the Extension Office
such as design projects on
A New 4-H Vet Science
by 9. Pack a lunch, bucket
computer, make items for
Club is organizing at the
and digging tools. Sign up
home or improve an existing
Extension Office on Oct. 11
by Oct. 17.
home furnishing. On the
from 6 to 7:30 p.m. The
The North Fantasitics 4-H
third Mondays they will be
club will also meet on Oct.
Club will meet Oct. 24
widening their knowledge of
25, location and time to be
afterschool until 4:30 p.m.
their pets and their needs.
determined. The leaders are
Janis Hicks is the leader.
On oct. 15 they will visit a
Sandy Weatherford and Janie
Ballroom dancing, environvet's office. Contact Mark
Reynolds.
ment. communication and
or Colleen at 227-4510.
The MES 4-H Cloverbuds
leadership will be the focus
Our third project to highhave four groups that are
of this club.
ham is the County. klamau:,,
tneetint,bh hiondlays 'tom ,,ti,,,Tbatteeoling club- win
Project Group. On Oct. IS.
afterschool until 4:30 p.m.
meet Oct. 25 at the Extenyouth interested in participatLeaders are Sarah Chaney
sion Office from 3:30 to 5
ing in the Country Ham Pro- and Erin Hornburger.
p.m. They will be making
ject must sign their conThe Dusty Spurs Horse
pizza. Members are asked to

r
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the Park from 3:30
5:30
meet Nov. 5 from 5:30 to
p.m.
6:30 p.m. at Pagliafs. Many
Oct. 31 - S.
ips for
events and leadership opporHalloween, 3 0 to 4:30 p.m. tunities in our community
at Extension
ice
and in 4-H will be disNov. I - Geo-caching
cussed. All 4-H teens are
3:30 to 4:30 p.m.
encouraged to attend.
Nov. 2 - Area Records
- Other clubs to organize
and Honors due to the
this month are the CCMS.
Extension Office.
MMS, and East Afterschcx•I
National Hippology ConClubs as well as an Ellis
test at the Eastern Regional
Center 4-H Community Club
in Louisville with Rachel
and a Community Cloverbud
Talent and Samia 0'Bryan to Club that will meet at the
compete.
Library.
Nov.3 - Camp Event
Dawson Springs. Tickets
Educational programs of
available at the Extension
the Kentucky Cooperative
Office. Raffle of a shot gun
Extension Service serve all
also available, 3 to 5 Tours,
people regardless of race,
5 Games, 6:30 dinner.
color, age, sex, religion, disThe 4-H Teen Club will
ability, or national origin.

Photo provided •
FLAG PRESENTATION: Woodmen of the World Lodge 827 recently presented a Kentucky
flag to the Judicial Building in Calloway County. Lodge 827 member Joann Faihst, left. and
Field Representative Nancy Buchanan, right, presented the flag on behalf of the lod,pe to
Circuit Clerk Linda Avery, center, for the building. If your group, club, or non-profit organization
needs an American flag contact Lodge 827 at 753-2267 or the area office at 753-4377.
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LINSAVOLITO SPIRIT

The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
Needs YoUitiiput!
Concerning the Design and Replacement of U.S. 68 Bridges, Eggner's Ferry
Bridge over Kentucky Lake at Aurora and the Lawrence Memorial Bridge over
Lake Barkley at Canton
Item No: 1-0180.60 & 1-0180.70

PUBLIC INFORMATION MEETING

diet

ientleti
throttle
wide open
tour

Thursday, October 18, 2007
4 p.m. — 8 p.m.
Meeting Room A
Kenlake State Resort Park
542 Kenlake Road
Aurora, KY
Informalformat with presentations taking place at 4:30 and 6 p.m.
This meeting is the second meeting of three to provide the public the opportunity to view and
comment on preliminary bridge alternatives for the design and replacement of the US-68
Bridges, Eggner's Ferry Bridge over Kentucky Lake at Aurora and the Lawrence Memorial
Bridge over Lake Barkley at Canton. Representatives of the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
and their consultants will be available to answer questions. Handouts, containing information
about the project, comment sheets and displays will be available at the meeting. The public will
also have the opportunity to participate in an electronic polling exercise to solicit input on bridge
characteristics at 4:30 and 6:00 p.m.
Written and oral comments will be accepted during the meeting. Written comments will be
accepted, and information made available, up to 15 days after the meeting at the District One
office address listed below. Written and oral comments from this meeting will become part of the
official record for the project. Once compiled, the meeting record will be made available for
review and copying only after an Open Records Request has been received and approved. All
Open Records Requests must be submitted to the Office of Legal Services, Transportation
Cabinet Office Building. 200 Mero Street, Frankfort. Kentucky 420622.
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bring $2 to help with food
cost.
National 4-H Week for
Calloway County is Oct. 27
to Nov. 3.
The Dusty Spurs 4-H
Horse Club will host a 4-H
Family Costume Dance for
4-H Members on Oct. 27 at
the MSU Equine Center on
I-allege Farm Road from 7
to 10 p.m. There will games,
Silent Auction, and Cake
Walk. Admission is $3 for
individuals and $5 for couples. Parents are free and
encouraged to stay.
Oct. 29 - Cookie Decoration at the Extension Office
3:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Oct. 30 - Pumpkin Painting and Park Clean Up at

The first round of public meetings for this project was a great success with over 300 people participating. The Lake Bridges Project Team encourages community members to participate in the
Bridge Type Selection Process by attending the meeting and contributing suggestions. In addition to providing input in person at the Open House, individuals may address written comments
and learn more about the project at the Lake Bridges Project Website - hyperlink "http://lakebridges.com" www.lakebridges.coUl.
In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), if anyone has a disability and
requires assistance, please notify Tim Choate, no later than October 12. Please call (800) 3384283 or mail your request to the address listed below.
Please address any questions regarding this meeting or project to:

...pcital 1 1 1 1v., 1 JACK

INGRAM

Tim Choate. PE
Project Manager
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet - District I
Department of Highways District One
P.O. Box 3010
Paducah. KY 42002
Phone:(800) 338-4283. e-mail: tim.choateOky.gov
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•Homecoming court ...
From Front
volleyball team.
e.
— Rachel lust. daughter of Michael and Lynn lust of Louisvill
by
Ky.. is a junior conimunicalion disorders major, nominated
of Alpha
Hester Residential College lust is an active member
is
Sigma Alpha, serving as a delegate to the panhellenic council and
A
recipient of the Helen Hodges Outstanding Sophomore Award.
Dean's List student, lust is a member of the Gamma Sigma Alpha
honor society and the National Student Speech Language Hearing
Association. She Is president of Hester Residential College
for the
Council. and was athletic director and member of the year
2006-2007 school year. A representative on the Residential College
a senAssociation. Just has served on the freshman council and as
is also
ator-at-large for the Student Government Association. She
president of the club field hockey team.
of
— Carrie McAliley, daughter of Ron and Carol McAliley
d by the
Bowling Green, Ky., is a senior dietetics niajor. nominate
of
Student Nutrition Association. McAliley is an active member
and
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority, currently serving as president
relations
formerly holding the offices of vice president of campus
College
and community service officer. She is president of the Hart
Nutrition
Honor Society and has served as treasurer of the Student
Honor
Association since 2005. She is a member of Phi Eta Sigma
Society of
Society. Order of Omega Honor Society, the National
Hopor
Collegiate Scholars and Gamma Sigma Alpha Greek
the panSociety. She is Alpha Gamma Delta's voting delegate on
hellenic council and is a student ambassador.
Meyer of
— Rachel Meyer. daughter of Patty Lord and Steven
d by Alpha
Prospect. Ky.. is a junior inteicor design major, nominate
Gamma
Omicron Pi-sorority. Meyer is an active nwmber of Alpha
panhellenic
Delta sorority, serving as philanthropy coordinator and
team and
representative. She is a member of the Racer Girls dance
Engineenng
the MSU Dance Company. A College of Science and
Association,
Technology Senator on the Student Government
Designers,
Meyer is a member of the American Society of Interior
Sigma
the National Kitchen and Bath Association and Ganuna
girl and
Alpha Honors Society. She is a Lambda Chi Alpha chop
has been an intern for Murray's Freedom Fest.
Reed
— Glenn Alex Chalker, son of David Chalker and Cheryle
by White
of Mayfield. Ky., is a junior chemistry major, nominated
Student
Residential College. Chalker is president of Murray State's
ns.
Ambassadors program and vice president of College Republica
College
al
He is a floor representative on White College's Residenti
Council and has served as a White College First Year Leader.
chemistry
Chalker has conducted undergraduate research in the
d
department with Dr. Ricky Cox as his advisor. He has conducte
to
over 117 hours of research and job shadowing. and is certified
of the
use Cyanide in the laboratory. He also was named student
month by NSSHA in Sept. 2005.
of
Reed Clapp, son of Benny Clapp and Manta Clapp
i]iinisr elementary education major, nominated
Mayfield 'K
of
by Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity. Clapp is an active member
previSigma Phi Epsilon, currently serving as vice president and
is vice
ously serving as sorority relations chair and historian. He
presipresident of the Alpha Lambda Delta honors society, former
is a
dent of the Campus Activities Board. a First Year Leader and
board. A
member of the'Student Government Association's judicial
and is an
Dean's List Student, Clapp is on the National Honor Roll
All-American Scholar.
of
— Phillip DuVentre. son of Paul and Agnes DuVentre
nominatJackson, Tenn., is a senior business-administration major,
a Student
ed by .Student Ambassadors. DuVentre has been
An
AmbasSador for three years and currently serves as social chair.
Emerging Leaders graduate. DuVentre is points/member recruitment leader for the Rotaract Club. He has served as vice president
Student Government
and residential college representative for the
a
Association, as president of the Campus Activities Board and as

Hester College intramural

A
AP

Hall Moon Bay Pumpkin Festival WeighPleasant Hill, Ore. celebrates after winning the
PRIZED PUNKIN': Thad Starr from
in Half Moon Bay, Calif., Monday.
off with a contest record of 1,524 pounds
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a Find the
member or the Residential College Pultvocietion. He was

Ixader in You program spokesperson and is a member of the Black
Student Council. DuVentre participated in Realities on Campus and
the Campus Outreach college ministry. A Marvin D. Mills Scholar.
a
DuVentre was on the multicultural planning committee. He is
member of the Accounting Society and Beta Alpha Psi. DuVentre
participated in the National Student Exchange Program with
resiFlonda International University. While there, he served as a
He
dent advisor and was a chartering member of the Rotanu:t Club.
is also a Summer Orientation counselor.
-- Eli Flown, son of Jerry and Pant Hooten of Bruceton. Tenn.,
is a senior engineering physics major. nominated by the Honors
Program. Hisao] is president of the Honors Program Student
Council and is philanthropy committee chair of the Honors
of
Program. lie serves as vice president of public relations
Omicron Delia Kappa. and is a Member of the Euclidean Math
and
Club, Pi Mu Epsilon Mathematics Honors Society, Engineering
Physics Activities Club and Sigma Pi Sigma Physics Honors
Society. Houten was a member of the Presidential Scholar selection
was
committee and plays on various intramural sports teams. He
was winner of
also captain of the 21E7 Moonbuggy Team, which
gy Race.
the Unique Design Award at the NASA Great Moonbug
of
— Derek Nance, soil of Rick Nance and Anne Newberry
Murray, is a jUllint premed major, nominated by Alpha Omicron Pi.
their
plays on
Nance is an active member of Sigma Phi Epsilon, and
vice president of the
intramural sax:4:er and football teams. He is
on
Pre-Health Club. executive vice president and senator-at-large
of the Campus
the Student Gosemment Association and president
al
Activities Board He served as a First Year Leader and Residenti
College Council Commuter Chair for Hester Residential College.
In 2007. Nance studied abroad in Australia. He is a Student
Ambassador and a member of Tri-Beta, the Student Food
y
Committee. Baptist Campus Ministry. Wesley Center. Chemistr
Club and Scuba Club A Dean's List student. Nance has been a cont for the Murray
testant in the Mr. MS1.1 competition and is cartoonis
Starr News

House bill would require
notification for highchair,
crib, child product recalls
WASHIN61.)S

(API

kith% and other
durable infant products would
Highchairs.

be sold with a postage-paid registration card so consumers

some 12 durable infant or toddler products to provide consumers with a postage-paid registration form and maintain contact information to he used in
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the Consumer Product Safety
Act from SI 25 million to SIO
million

and pervasive problem."
Under existing law. car seats
are the only child safety device
that must come with a recall reg-

The recall registration hill.
Jan
Reps
by
sponsored
SChakousit). 1)111, and Fred
Upton. R -Mich . instructs the

istration card.
Manufacturers also would he
required to permanently place
the product's name. contact

Safety
Product
Consumer
Commission to develop new
standards requinng makers ot

information, and the model
name and number on each prod-

introduced by Rep Bobby Rush. Dill.. would increase the maximum civil penalty for violating
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The registration hill was one
of four the House approved in
reaction m the recent spate of
mass recalls 01 toys and other
products found to pulse possible
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U.S. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
AS TRUSTEE

PLAINTIFF,

ELIZABETH LANE, COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY,COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF ELIZABETH LANE,

DEFENDANTS

thence, from said point of beginning 25' from and parallel to the centerline of
Kirkwood Drive South I deg. 45' 15" West 83.30' to a nail set in an asphalt driveway corner to Lots 11-A, 11-B, and 12;
thence, along the north line of Lot 11-B South 85 deg. 2556" West 237.91' to an
iron pipe found:
thence, with the east line of Lot 17 North 24 deg. 17' 28" Weat 143.87' to an iron
pipe found in the south line of Lot 8;
thence, South 87 deg. 01' 45" east 49.11' tea 3/8" diameter rebar found, corner to
Lota 8 and Ce.
thence, with the South lines of Lots 9 and 10. South 88 deg. 29' 38" East 240.88'
to the point of beginning
This tract contains 0.5871 acres. Description as per survey of VL Associate., J.D.
Moth, Kentucky Registered Land Surveyor No. 1991, dated August II, 1992.
This conveyance is subject to the restnctions, limitations, and conditions as are
now of record in Deed Book 123, Page 93, in the Office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court, and any and all minimum building dietancee, easements
and otherwise aa depicted upon the plat of Crestmere Subdivision of record in
Plat Book 2, Page 72, all of the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
Except any interest in the coal, oil gas, and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
nghta and easements in favor of the estate of Raid coal, oil, gas, and other minerals, if any.
Subject to all restrictions, conditions and covenants and to all legal highways
and easements.
Being the same property conveyed to Greg G. Roberta, and wife, April L. Roberta,
by virtue of a deed from James Michael Jones, et al., dated June 5, 2000, of
record in Book 350, Page 373, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on, cash or credit basis of thirty i 30)
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30)days. the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent of the purchase price and execute bond with good
and sufficient surety for the remainder, said remainder amount bearing interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes, if any. shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner
This 20th day of September, 2007
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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AO LASER
Center
Laser Hair Removal Specials
Spider Veins, Sun Spots.
Skin Refuvenation
761-4999
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A TRIBUTE TO VETERAN'S DAY

* 41"

November 11, 2007
In Honor of ...."\
To.Berry

JEM Productions
Transfer home movies
8 pictures to DVD.
Most formats supported. Great gift Idea
Plan
now
for
Christmas,
270-328-8719
THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers
its sources reliable.
but inaccuracies do
occur. Readers using
this information do
so at their own nsk.
Although
persons
and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibitty whatsoever for
their activities

DEFENDANTS

(1979-19841

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit bests of sixty (60)
days, but if sold on. credit of sixty (60) days, the purchaser shall depoeit with
the Commissioner ten percent of the purchase price, in cash, together with bonds
for the remainder of the purchase price with good and sufficient surety, said
amount bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable in sixty days A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by
the Commissioner.
of September, 2007.
RespectfuRy tertimItted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner

Deadline: Friday, November 2nd at SAD p.m.
Bring payment, photo, this torm, along with a self-addressed stamped
envelope during office hours Mon.-Fri . 7 30AM-500PM Of mail to Murray
Ledger and Times, Atte Classrfieds, PO Boo 1040, Murray, KY 42071
In Honor or In Memory (circle one)
Name of Veteran:
Rank'
Branch of Service:
Date of Service:
Message

%Your Name
ir

g

%ass

PSYCHIC
READINGS
Advice, help on all
problems of life.
Mrs. Ann
270-767-0508
060
Hap Wanted
12 Tax Preparers
needed for local tax
offices. Tax classes
available. Call 866554-1040 to register or
to inquire about positions for experienced
tax professionals.
A child needs yoi.0
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day,
WKUMFS
270-443-9004

BUSY
Orthopaedic
practice located in
Murray, Kentucky is
looking for a part-time
to
full-time
Nurse
Practitioner
or
Physician Assistant.
Send resume to PO
Box 1055 Murray, KY
42071
Dover

Co &

ouas

Lousy Fretqht?
Low Miles?
tgif HEREl
Regional 8 OTR
Birmingham, AL
Top Pay 8 Benefits
Decker Truck Line, Inc

MTG INSURANCE
Seeking Customer
Service Rep Assistant
for Large Insurance
Agency in Benton, KY.
Full Time position,
Benefit package incl.
Position requires
Commercial Lines
Insurance Experience
and computer skills.
E-mail resume' to.
kathyr@ mtginsurance.corn.
G0613—pay,great benefits and will help pay
for
Call
college.
(270)978-5461

Phone

AW--211V
0

Calloway Circuit Court

0"W"d
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Help %Wed

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercorn,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
DRIVERS: A steady
lifestyle! Top pay, great
benefits! No experience? No problem!
Werner Enterprises
800-346-2818
ext. 150.
FULL time position
available for busy doctor's
office.
Send
resume to P.O. Box
205,
Murray,
KY
42071.
GREEN Acres is currentfy hiring for the following
positions:
RN/LPN 2P-10P full
time. SRNA 6A-2P fulltime. Anyone interested in becoming part of
our team may apply in
person at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W.
Farthing St., Mayfield,
KY 42066
HELP WANTED
Part/Full time -flexible
schedule- 7 days a
week.
$9hr after paid training
• Benefits
1-888-974-JOBS
T079100207
LAWN Pro now hinng
part time seasonal
help Starting S8 00$10.00 an hour.
293-8923
SECRETARY
PT/$8 an hour
Send Res to
INS4u123@gmail corn

}

0 Only $11 per spot •(one person per photo, 20 word limit)
Double spots: $18•(40 word limit)

Being the same property conveyed to David Lane and Elizabeth Lane by deed
dated September 6, 1996, recorded on September 25, 1996, in Book 238, Page
573, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.(David Lane died on
April 8, 2005, and pursuant to the survivorship clause in said deed, Elizabeth
Lane was vested with title in fee simple.)

This 20th day

•

Aircraft Carrier USS Midway
11978-19791
Naval Special Warfare
Command: SEAL Team 2

Beginning at a Northwest corner at a stake in the edge of Highway No. 732;
thence South 20 poles to a stake. thence East a poles to a stake; thence North 20
poles to a stake in the South Edge of State Highway No. 732; thence West 8
poles with said highway to the point of beginning.

AVON part-time help
needed
877-420-6567

1

* 4r
PLAINTIFF,

By virtue of an Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court on
September 10,2007, in the above ramie. I shall proceed to offer for flair at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the higheet bidder, at public auction on Friday. October 19, 2007, at the hour of 1000
a..m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, and more particularly described an follows

Beginning at an iron pipe found marking the southeast corner of Lot 10 and the
northeast corner of Lot 11 of Crestmere Subdivision amended Plat of record in
Plat Book 2, Page 72, said iron pipe being 25' west of the centerline of Kirkwood
Drive (identified on amended plat as being Meadow Lane);

Rest of KY/TN

REGIONS BANK SUCCESSOR BY MERGER
TO UNION PLANTERS BANK NA.F/K/A
PEOPLES FIRST NATIONAL BANK AND TRUST,
VS NOTICE OF SALE

A tract of land located at 1503 Kirkwood Drive, in the City of Murray, County of
Calloway. State of Kentucky, arid being all of Lot 11-A of a Minor Subdivision
Plat of the Rickey Latimer property of record in Plat Book 13. Card 100, Slide
1205, and being further described as follows:

a'

cSaftde our.
Velerans

*

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on September 10, 2007;in the above cause. I shall proceed to offer for sale
at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on Fnday. October 19, 2007, at the hour of
10,00 am., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address 1503 Kirkwood Drive, Murray, KY
42071. and more particularly described as follows.

:a.

AIII

Lea/
Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 07-CI-00157

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
APRIL ROBERTS, GREG G ROBERTS.
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY,
CITY OF MURRAY KENTUCKY,GARY
TAYLOR, NANCY NASH, a/k/s. NANCY C. NASH

010
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Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 07-CI-00322
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LECTURER,
Department of History.
Murray State
University. Full-time. 9
month, non-tenure
track begins August
2008. Must possess
MA in history or closely related social science field and experience in teaching World
Civilization courses.
Knowledge of and
teaching background
in World Civilizations I
(to 1500) and II (since
1500) is required.
Ability to teach 200and 300-level history
courses and develop
more courses at same
levels desirable. Must
show potential for success in teaching,
research, and professional service; field(s)
of expertise open. 12hour teaching load
each semester,
research and service.
Domiciling: November
2, 2007. To Apply:
Send letter of application addressing
required/desired qualifications, current vitae,
two current letters of
recommendation.
course syllabi, and
student evaluations to
Lecturer Search,
Department of History,
Murray State
University, 6B Faculty
Hall, Murray, KY
42071-3341. Women
and minorities are
encouraged to apply.
Murray State
University is an equal
education and employment opportunity
11A/F/D, AA employer
MORTGAGE
Protection Specialist
$50K+++FT/PT
call 270-293-0452
TRUCK drivers. Local
company. Good starting pay 8 benefits.
Home weekends. 2
years OTR expenence.
489-2138
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

National Property
Management
Company is seeking a
full time Assistant
Manager with bookkeeping experience.
.Drug Free Workforce
'Background
Screening 'Benefits
'Equal Opportunity
Employer • Please fax
resume to
(270)759-3005
1 he (iirass t
I'lat
Company Drivers:
Earn up to 4111 tpm
mpenfmr,

I/2 spin IncreaAr run,
60,010 wiku

Company Heet hiumpcd
ith Automatic franworwon

Owner Operators:

1.24 epm*
Fuel
Sun:barge/haw Plaar,
•M1awd

DOI h11117•141 ill

I
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I S - SYSTEM
ADMINISTRATOR
Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
System Administrator who will be responsible for review, evaluation and maintenance of the Medical Center's databases.
This individual will report directly to the
Director of IS. Individual will work with
vendors regarding upgrades to related
applications. Individual must be able to
work independently and make sound judgments. Must also be able to work with
other IS analysts.
Candidates must have a minimum of 4
years experience with Microsoft SQL or
similar relational database administration
and technical support in a multi-server
mission-critical environment. Prefer candidate who has a four year degree with
major course work in computer science or
related field or equivalent combination of
training and experience and I year of
healthcare experience.

Wifaxisamp
• No NYC
• No Loodsee/Unloodin
• Optional NE & NII H11:1111l,
•22 ,1'11,1 min avi.

1-800-848-0405
www.ptl-inc.com
SIRLOIN Stockade is
now hiring a full-time.
day-time dishwasher.
Please apply in person. No phone calls.
YOUTH
Care
Workers- needed for
our girl's and boy's
campuses. Applicants
must have High School
diploma and at least 22
years old. Bachelor's
degree preferred as
well as 1-3 years experience. Hourly positions start at $8.55.
Clinical
Services
Director- needed with
a Master's Degree in
Social
Work,
Psychology,
Counseling, or related
field along with 5-7
years
experience
required. Licensure or
certification, or the ability to be licensed or
certified immediately.
required. Salary is
negotiable depending
upon education and
experience.
New Pathways For
Children is a non-profit
residential child-care
agency founded by the
Churches of Christ.

)41,

/Oa

Henry County Medical Center offers an
excellent compensation and benefit package. Interested candidates should mail or
email resumes to:

Henry County Medical Center
PO Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242

731-64444472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org
OUTSIDE PLANT INSTALLER/REPAIR
TECHNICIAN
West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative
Cooperation (WKRTCC) is requesting applications for an Installation and Repair Technician.
Applicant's qualifications are high school diploma
with two years of telecommunications education
or equivalent work expenence. Two years expefence in the installation, pole climbing, and maintenance of telecommunication/electronic equipment are preferred. Proficient knowledge in
video and telecommunication technology a plus,
good customer service and ability to work with a
team is cntical. A valid dnver's license and insurable dnvers record is required
Pre-employment physical examinations, background check, physical, and drug screen pnor to
final lob offer WKRTCC offers a generous benefits package including medical, dental, and vision
coverage, pension and 401K.
WKRTCC does not discnminate on the basis of
race, religion, sex, age, national ongin or disability. Applications for the position are available at
the Kentucky Department for Employment
ServIces 319 S 7th St in Mayfield. KY and 208 S.
5th St., Murray, KY and will be accepted there
until October 15, 2007.
No Phone Calls Please
Equal Opportunity Employer

'4.4

1
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CLASSIFIEDS

Enroll your child no4
-T4

Evolving Child Care

If

:Mailable fur ages 2 - 10 years
Mondays - Thursdays
4:00-9:30 p.m
Coitus's direclor al

Er

809-3899

'

•

1111
ilk

Calloway Garden/Easex Downs
Apartments
I SOS

DIUgUld

Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
(
Iwo Bedroom Apartments
crittal Heat and Au
Accepting Applications

ei

Or E-mail
*
‘'ciatuticatburoughtmistraptaltrth 411

8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
crOffice Hours

Must be Nettle honest, dependable and
entoy working with the
teenagers Applicants
must have acceptable,
criminal background
check, child abuse
and
sex
offender
check New Pathways
is
an
Equal
Opportunity Employer
Applicants send a
resume and a hand
writing sample to
Linda Turner. New
Pathways
For
Children. PO Box 10,
Melber. KY 42069 or
apply on person 9 00a
to 4 30p at 3223 Shaw
Rd. Melbas.
ricF
i oise Mears
CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience
270- 759-9553

HOUSE cleaning
Cabins apts
759-9031
978-6554
WILL clean houses
Please call 293-5806

THE Paducah Sun
seeks
independent
contractor
in
the
Murray area Serious
inquiries only Please
call Kim at
270 575 8793,
120

Computer
Connection
403 Sycamore 752-438
Computer Stisa/Senice
Networlong Sewn
LAN Prred & La2100 Rape
MOM COMPUTERS
A• Certified
Technician
Service: repairs
759 3558

CINDERELLA

prom
dresses 1 size 4 yellow. 1 soze 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
_
140 Tereylalons
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HO televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Protection
also
LG. Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901

Calloway County
"ictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
J- AZZY

Power Electric
Chair. Real good condition $800 227-4439
NEW pool table, never
used. 1"- slate. solid
wood, carved legs, fell,
acc package, retails
54.500, selling for
$1,500, must sell
(573)300-1031
PLAYSTATION 1 & 2
GAMES
Now
sold/traded at Wood
Electronics on the
Court Square Huge
Selection.
Great

Prices, 753,0530
REPO Building"
s. -factory has 131 arch style
steel buildings for
immediate
sale
30x38/45x72
Must
sell Call Bill et 800-

941-1140

SATELLITE Systien
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE
FREE OVA or HD
upgrade
FREE 6
months ol HO prograMming
upgrade Get

months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinema a
Programming starts at
e29 99 per mo r 55 00
for local networks Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info
759.0901 or toll free

877-455-0901
STRAW for sale $250
Otte 227-7352,
753-4582

DIRT
DADDY S
TOP SOIL

[
11191,170

ANTIQUES Call Larry
BUY IN G
Junk cat',

at)(7

tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
9000, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519S 12rMurray
GOOD used refogeoa
tors. electric range,.
gas healers air cont
toners
baseboar it
heaters Used carpel
,rig 753-1109
WANT to buyS to 20
wooded
in
SCIOS
Calloway County
270-559-1681 or
270-227-1913

w/HO

Bost the COtenty has
Cell Terrell Tidwell

useD APPUANICIES
WARM-ELKINS
On the \Quote Murree

(270)753-1713

DINING room table & 4
chairs Chrome legs
with rollers 753.8438
LIKE new rocker recliner. $65 492 8614

Articles
Fee Sal•

- - 12X24 storage
txakfing
*trent porch New
53 900 ern. 492-8222
BRAND new Maytag
portable dishwasher
Never used $250 ben
Excellent
condition
Amson ladder deer
stand $100 firm

1964 C60 truck VB
16 grain body with
hoist,
$2 650

(270)382-3915
Remote

FIREWOOD for sale
pock-up or del,
Call for once
2701293-135: i
1270)559-1424

WINTER upright piano
Good
condition
Excelkent starter piano.

$800 270-753-5549

NLEYS

USED FURNITURE

I lf mine I

twitifirtr, 64/ \

(2701489.2525
NEW 30R singlewiele
on 1 acre lot, move-in
eady, no rentals
$51,500

LIVE Orair Apts.
Newly Remodeled
IBA $290.00

?BR $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified appli-

tion,

3 bedroom 2 1 2 bath C A on
corner lot in Crossfield Sub.
Remodeled, very nice.

753-2905 • 270-293-8595

cants.

Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment

3600 Airport Rd

Hones For Red

NOW LEASING
1.2 & 3bedroorn Apia

14X60 2BR 28A $400
703-4768

We accept Section

26R 28A, nice large
yard. 5450 month
Cornerstone Realty &
Rental 761-RENT

8 vouchers

at Mur-Ca( Apts
Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday

Apply

902 Northwood

313R with appliances,
central air. 5 minutes
from MSU, 121 North.
$325/mo r deposit
Call after 4.00 7533560

I OR 2br owls near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
1BR. various locations,
5200-5300 Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR IBA. all appliances, C/H/A

Houses For Reit
I BR in county Lease &
deposit. No pets. 7530728. 994-3308
2. 3 & 4E1R houses
Lease
&
deposit
required 753-4109

641/biorthwood

2E4R

270-751-0259

2BR Duplex 1302
Valleywood S425/mo.

293-7738 293-1446
213Fi duplex. nice.
C/HiA, appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE

753-9898
48R 2BA. all appliances, central HiA.
Coleman RE 753-9898
SOUTHWOOD condominiums All appliances included. 7679948
603 Chestnut. 3 BR. 2
bath apt Deposit, ref-

Vote front property

with deep writer dock
$750 month 7599046, 978-3953
38R 1.58A, immaculate condition, extended lease required, no
pets References and
deposit required 1116
Fairlane Dr. $750 per
month 270-293-4602

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 1 bedroom.
unfurnished 4345 All
appliances including
washer and dryer
270-759-5885 or 270293-7085

bell. Corner of Bonn

and Poor Farm Rd
$675 mo. 293-7872
38R, 1 1/2 bath, family
room, 1603 Parklane

$695 month $1,000
secunty depose
30R. 1-1/28A, S.W. of
town, large yard, appliances. $700/mo. r
deposit, references,
NO PETS 293-0247

BRAND new 38R 28A
home in subdivision
Concrete drive, patio.
large rooms. $750 per
month Call Angle
293-8738

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

HAZEL Apartments
Now faking applications for I & 2br units
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
accessible
Phone
492-8721
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am TOO No

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices
Security Gate

NEON B
MINI-STORA

Store and
presently has

unrts available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
IAINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control

Thurs., Fri & Sal

8:00-4:00

.17

Appliances tumaore
For SalsP"*.
FORMER

househole clothing. MSS
ieelIrerldmsra

Stella

Grocery Use imagination deli, restaurant,
general store, beauty
shop.
etc
Price
depending on equipment included. Call
270-767-0493 or

4-PARTY YARD SALE
9760 121 North, near
Graves Calloway line
Thurs & Fri
8:00-4:00

270-978-0777.

Treadmill, adult
bicycles, table &
chairs, new couch,
oak desk. computer
desk, recliners, new
motorized chair,
antiques, misc

2,000 square feet
office
space
and
admiring 2.000 square

feet living space downtown 978-0698
MURRAY
Courtsquare Prime
retail location for rent
or lease. Over 1800 sq
ft. Available Nov 2007
(865)705-5812

YARD SALE
Crossroads in
KIrksey, turn on
464(KIrksey
Almo Rd.)
Oct. 11, 12, & 13

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime locabon 753-2905.
293-1480

1st one in 10
years Lots of

VERY nice commercial
building for lease in
Murray area Over
8,800 S F Great for
retail, offices, restaurant, or any kind of

goodies for
everyone

GARAGE SALE
9290
Shady Grove rd.
1.3 miles north
of hwy 140
Thurs 8-5
Fri 8-5
Sat 8-5

business Has parking
lot, central tVa, and
security
system

AKC
Registered
Bloodhound pups with
full registration 2
females. 3 males left
all
rod
Serious
owns*,ones@
270-748-5427
BOXER pups. friendly.
'hots. wormed. $260

270-382-2901
DOG Obedience
436-2858
REGISTERED kb Cur

puppies Born 8/20.
Shots & wormed.
Champion bloodlines
$150 each 753-8965
REGISTERED Toy and
Tony Toy Poodles
(270)489-2761

A

•Now
Climate

753-311

Honda ATV rote tale,
kitchen set patv sel
"Mee, pictures books
bicycle, no clothes

1.911 ACRE WATERFRONT Mei dock
built! KY Lake
$69.900 Only one!

Call owner 615-5155550
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136 acres, 113.8 till
able. Clarks River

Bottom property located off Bethel Rd. at the
end of Cook Lane.
Contact 270-759-1967
5 to 295 acres. West
Calloway.
Possibe
owner financing. 4892116. leave message.

age, access cab,
68,000 miles. Asking
514,500 OBO Call
Chris at 270.293-3391

i

1984 AstroGlass 17.5
ft
fish-n-ski, 1984
I 50HP Mercury. all
original, good condition $4,500 080. 270-

293-3769 or 759-4336

'93 Ford Probe. Red,
2dr., very clean,
51.500.(270)577-9915

LAM

Mowing, Manicuring,

landscaping &
teal Vat uuming

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

Hill EleCtric
Since (986
24 moue menu

Res.. Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

753-9562
Vans

2003 Dodge Grand
Caravan Excellent
condition,

142,000/miles $4,995
270-382-3114

752-0456 • 978-0742

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured.

SELLING FOR ESTATE SETT
LEMENT

Sat. Oct. 13th, At 10:00 A.
M.
"Tha Lame Were Estate"
1300P:: I, Paducah, KT
From Hiniderille Road At Hancock Fabrics,Take
Friedman Lane South 4/10 Mile To
Alameda Or,
Turn Left And Proceed 2 Blocks
At The Corner Of Alameda And
Piedmont

Nice Home • Beautiful Jewelry
Home Items • '04 Honda Auto

Wry Neat Nome - Needy To Move
Intel
Threw Nadrooms - Two Bath
s
Penned Living Boom - Formal Disting
Room
Mow Dees- eat biehe
lses
ssarewoos swam
Me Central Systeme - Storeya.
s
Great Corner Lot With Landscap
e
Roof Estate Solis To The
Iflphosst ettlelor At 12:00 Noon!
Male Una - VAN Sews Ahem le N Deis

111.NIghts- hatesreaele.cem For Pictures!
- Ladies Diamond Ring
1.15ct
With 3 Smaller Diamonds, I In Color, Clarity 512.
3BR 1 5BA brick home.
Ladies
Diamond
Ring
3
Stone
2.00ct.tvi.,G In Color,
Immaculate move-in Clarity
vS2•Ladies Diamond Ring 1ect Tiffany Mounting
,
condition. $114,900. H-I In Color Clarity S12 •
Ladies Diamond Ring With 3
Fine Jewelry Including

1116 Fairlane
270-293-4602

Diamonds .75cthe I In Color, Clarity S12 • Ladies
Diamond Ring w/14 Stones. Flower Style,H-1 In Color,
Clanly S12-11 • Ladies 14KWG Rolex Watch 'Beautrfur•
Gold Dog Pin, Weighing 173 Grams w/Sapphire Eye And
12 Round Diaonoods • Other Nice Rings, Gold
Pieces,
Coins And Costume Jewelry. Jewelry Will Sell At 11.00
A.M • From Me Home Many Pieces 01 Wonderful Old
Wicker, Chairs, Tables, Swing, Settee. Chaise
• Sets
White Wrought Iron Tables & Chairs • Yard OrnamentsOf
•
Rustic Brown Round Dining Table w/4 Chairs,"Like New'•
Maple China Cabinet • Maple Tea Cad • Maple
Canopy
Bed, Matching Desk •Lane Cedar Chest•4 Pc Plantation
Style Bedroom Suite • Electric Select Comfort
Bed •
Ridgewa

bedrdein brick, 2bath. C/H/A, on 2 lots
$165.000. Other listings at
allthelistings.com.
(270)753-4109
EXECUTIVE home in
Murray. unique design
with all amenities, 1
acre wooded lot,
replacement cost

Teakmu

$500.000 r. sale price
$316,000 by owner.
(270)753-9686
FOR Sale/Lease 3BR
2BA lakefront property
w/ dock. 2-1/2 car
garage w/ apt

270-759-9046,
270-978-3953
I \ I \ft I
\I f
1:1 1 11 1'

rc.itisupitip. ,11,•10

ft living area. Misty
Meadows Subdivision
in Oaks Country Club
Area. 293-1681 or
293-0234
NEW
construction.
FSBO,
116
Thoroughbred Drive.
Murray Estates 4BR
25BA, breakfast room
family

room

y Grandfather Clock • Lowery Organ • Carved

d Tables • Sofa & Loveseat • Side Tables • Side
Chairs • Recliner, w/Massage • Magnavox 46' Big
Screen
TV • Small TV & TV Cabinet • 3 Electric Fireplace
Sets
With Mantles • Washer. Dryer • Tiffany Style Lamp
•
Several Very Nice Hand Woven Area Rugs • Jewelry
Chest • Pair Of Mission 'Arts & Craft' Style Lamps
•
Upholstered Chaise • Teakwood Dressing Screen
•
Oriental Painted Chest • Book Cases • Singer Sewing
Machine • Old Guilts, Quilt Tops • Large French Limoges
Vase • Set Of Johann Haviland Germany Bavaria China
Set Of Pooegosser China • Set 01 Franciscan Desert•
Rose Dishes wrSenang Pieces•Jamestown Fostoria Pink
Rose Glasses • Cut Glass • Pressed Glass • Collectib
le
Glass • Prints • Nice Mirrors • Linens • Silver Tea Set •
Pots, Pans. Dishes • Household Miscellaneous • Many
Nice Books • Hand Tools • Yard Tools • And Much More!'
'04 Honda Civic, 4 Door, Only 7,5001Allas,Super Nice!
Corn • Note Settlement 0 Of Sale!

JAMES R. CASH
";:.' AUCTIONE
_

NEW 38R, 2-Bath,
2.430 sq ft. w/1,730 sq.

ER REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, V.270-623-8466 ITO
The Soiling Manhole • IRV

=GO1NG=G01111:6=GOMIC

(ABSOLUTE AUCTIO
Sat-, Oat- 271tin - 10:00 AM
Purchase Area Aquecutture Cooper
MA Ts-II Gee v, eLearelt walk
11525 State Route 97

53.3.4

ACHES.

Office And Warehouse
In 4 Tracts And In Combinations

10""m11.111141111INII

Floor

hardwood, tile, carpet
Nice, priced to sell
753-3966. 293-9747,

752-0624
NEW
Construction
3EIR 2I3A, quiet neigh.
tomcod, Almost completed
Call
Cornerstone Realty &
Rental for more info
761 -SELL
WANT work Shop/
...30 x 40 detached
building..
Three bedroom
bnck...hardwood
floors...Kitchen/den
gives feeling of openness...Just now on
market., Cat Rebecca
753,1492 0 CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors

270A-1
ery.

Salistaction guaranteed

753-1816 227-0611

(ESTATE AUCTION)

110 Ash St.

t, lits
crN

•

LAWN SERVICE

=41141divietegligilivietzteliflivi

460
NornieFor Sale
OVERLOOK the two
acres from your two
story covered
screened porch. .4
bedrooms, 2.5 baths,
family room with fireplace, two flex rooms,
Southwest Schools.
Call CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
753 1492 Easy to
show..

MULTIPLE FAMILY
YARD SALE
931 Crossland rd.
(783 South) between
94W & Wlswell

storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes°
We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

•All Size

•Pes-1.,..„,

lots of Old items,
household, primitives. furniture, Jewelry Reasonable
prices! All Must go'

51.800/rno.
270-293-9349

1-800-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opportunity.

14`Dir etc,

517 S. 13th St.
Thurs. & Fri.
8AM-?

Now renting
Located at 720 S. Irk St

38R brick 1.58A.
erc"IPH
C/H/A, over 2.000 [

1270)474-2520

28R. all appliances
with gas heat and central air $575 per
month Phone
753-3018

INDOOR/
OUTDOOR
MOVING SALE

MURRAY

8th 489-2741

2004 Pontiac Grand
Prix. Absolutely
loaded Black with tan
leather interior. Heads
up display. 67,000
miles. 1 owner.
$13,995.
270-293-4602

Amp

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
CAN:(270)293-4183
9 am.-4 p.m. M-F

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

bedroom smoke bee
no pets $450 416 N

Apiertatenta For Rent

LAKE Bargain! 1,
acre lake access with
free boat slips
$29,900 Great terms
Cali 800-704-3154

orations, sink/faucet,
counter tops, lights. mac

MINI-STORAGE

VERY nice large two

Used Can

books, rocking chair, dec-

G&C
STORAGE end
PROPANE

Lock

14, 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Lots For Sas

children's clothes 2-47,
toys, glassware, antszteeS,

Opportunrty
TOO NI-800-648-6056

Call Today?
753-8668.

USED TIRES
Call 753.560

clothes, Moos, purses,

Owner, WMle

airlaPela

or rent: 38R
2BA. lake view, private
dock, complete furnished. $900 month or
$255,555. Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
761-SELL
SALE

& Saturday

ML RENTALS

2BR $375

HOUSE iii counlry
3BR. possible long
term Possible option
to buy 219-613-0227

2001 Harley Spodste
883 Custom
Pear
white
with
1200
upgrade. 293-2212,
759-1934

PRIME lakefront, lake
dew and access
scrooges at bargain
Mewkylekosalscorn or
cii I100-704-3154

Name brand plus size

12.36 units
11 x12 garage doors
Monthly/yearly rates
(270)978-0559

Phone 759-4964
Equal Housing

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325

Property

Thursday, Friday

FOR Rent
Boat & RV storage

NICE 2BR duplex.
Carport. No pets. 2273054 or 753-7457

280

bassinet, playpen, baby clothes, maternity
clothes, small appliances, dishes, silverware, glass top end & coffee tables, end &
coffee tables, glass top dining table, odd
tables, metal twin bed, roll-away bed, elec
tric weed eater & mower, self prop. mower,
his/her like new bikes with car carrier, dog
house, twin & king sheets, king bedspread

1

with tan cloth Interior,
PL, PW, CD, tow peck.

lintit Wars

94E to 280 - 4-1/2 miles, turn
right. 1130 Wright Rd.
Thurs., Fri., & Sat.

GARAGE SALE

753-8221

(270)978-0921

now going on

MUST BE SOLO'

270-519-2699

31)r. 2ba, vinyl siding,
shingle roof, extra nice

Relocation Sale

3000 off entire stock

LARGE 2BR. 1604
Miller, $500 month.
Large 38R, furnished,
all utilities paid, 1606
Miller, $800 month

2003 Clayton 16x80,

Like new, located in
Northwood
Carport.

150

07 Hot tub, brand new
or package, 6-7 person lots of lets digital.
ozoneator, water tall.
cover
retail $7 300.
must
sell 53.600
(5731300-1031

1995
F leittw000
Reflection 16 kik/ 381-i
20A New laminate
wood floors and fans
Recently painted interior Front and rear
decks,
refrigerator,
oven, washer. dryer
and C/H/A unit included. $15,000 will negotiate. Call 227-1124

753-9075
,,r.nce. lease.
C270)227-2193 .70-227-3331
ouettx
LARGE
SELECTION

NEL.

4 FAMILY GARAGE SALE

Andes
Ferran

Mur

2002 Toyota Tundra
SRS. Excellent condi-

books, kitchen & household items name brand
makis-iso, clorie out sake

150
outside of Melber. KY
Benefits for tull-time
positions
include
health and VISK,I
,insurance vacation sick.
&roe holiday leave, and
retirement planning.

Murray 1.441ger & Times

5-PARTY GARAGE SALE
1303 Poor Farm Rd
Thur. - Sat 7:00-7
"%.
Rain or shins
Couch, dna & coomen, dyer, dishriesher, nice
poetry MOM,'wain, oases, Ms cif Whin era
sizes. 0.10, mew sues, lots of pius she woman
men's clothes, many shoes in vaned wee- many
wide widths in large sues for women, movies CD s

- 13.42 ACRES IMPROVED WITH A
LIKE NEW 80584 BUILDING
SPLIT FACE MASONRY CONSTRUCTION,
LOWER I UPPER OFFICES - BREAK ROOM
COMMERCIAL RESTROOMS
TRACT 1

INCLUDING A 40560 OPEN AREA Writ CEILING
ALSO WITH 605100 WAREHOUSE, NEW IN
2003
PRE ENGINEERED STEEL CONSTRUCTION
TWO LOADING DOCKS WITH OVERHEAD DOORS
Tract 2- 7.84 Acres - Tract 3 - 16.64
Acres
Tract 4- 15.44 Acres With 4 Fish Ponds

For Information Contact
Tont French, President At 270-70
5-7861
Real Estate Terms 15% Down Balance In 30 Days'
Tractor - Refrigerated Truck
s
Support Equipment /1. More

Nom-

11111Wellit
mffireremesevceemelte.romess
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Diamond Ring
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iffany Mounting,
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S12 • Ladies
e,H-1 In Color,
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.•
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s, Gold Pieces,
ill Sell At 11 00
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• Maple Canopy
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x 46" Big Screen
ic Fireplace Sets
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Style Lamps •
ssing Screen •
• Singer Sewing
French Limoges
y Bavaria China •
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And Much Moreh
Ns,Super Ma!
Of Sal&

CASH
1-8466
III1C

114 vfO'l
0:00 AM
Cooper
weltsuch:1r
to 97

:RIES
ihouse
mbinations
PIPPIMINgi
p.

VED WITH A
DING
TRUCTION,
BREAK ROOM
MS
A Virl CEILING
E, NEW IN 2003
STRUCTION
ERHEAD DOORS
3- 16.64 Acres
4 Fish Ponds
tact
270-705-7861
nce In 30 Days'
led Trucks
it W. More

CASH
23-8466

Civil War Days At Columbus-Belmont
State Park scheduled for Oct. 12-14

Calhoon Construct*LLC
General Contracting
Commercial / Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair. pick-up, delivery. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured. 4373044.
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up junk.
Garage, yards,
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210

NADEAU'S
Construction
+looting .Decks
"Vinyl siding •All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
etc. (270)527-7176
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roofs.
decks,
293-5438

FUTRELL'S Tree

759-11501
753-1537

Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

s
AsPnAur
270-753-2279
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

Calloway
Trash Service
•AUTOMATED BILLING
•CONTAINERS AVAIL
•RATES STARTING AT
$15/1,40
740-3740 293-4045
CATHY'S
Wallpapering,
Painting, Cleaning
270- 227-6606 731498-8904

293-8688
WE, SERVICE
WARD ELKINS

Davidfs
Home
Improvement

‘S1)11.1.1.1
\ litchell Bros.

R

NM A
METAL 1800P?
CALL
(270)7524414
Ask forDarns
NIghteapk

CONCRETE
Work'
Walls, floors,
driveways,
patios
sidewalks, decorativea
Call 270-493-0144.

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Lulling,
\ IR NAP...
Fabrics,Tak
Alameda Dr,
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Service

H mi,‘„ w v.dj
MANACI

\

• weekly & peciaI picku
• locally owned/operated

Water Damaged Floors
Braces S Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

David Gallenore, Owner
Will Do Insurance Work
Vrsa & Alasletfard Accepted

731-247-5422
THE Murray Ledger &

considers its
759-1151 • 293-2783 Times
sources reliable, but
293-2784

JOE'S JOBS
',it Lill lit
I

V

,,ji,

Sciii.d Iiiciull\
753-4341 • 227-5611
LANDOWNERS/FARM
ERS:
Are coyotes, raccoons,
beavers or other animals causing you problems? I can help, my
service may be free
during trapping season. Steve 978-2747
YEARRY'S
Service. Free
mates. Phone
2562, 227-0267

Tree
esti436-

inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any resoonarbility whateorevor for their
activities.
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

FREE kittens. 5 weeks
old. 293-1281

Subscribe by calling 7534916
Today! LOUR&TIMES
Best time to pest-proof a
person's home is before
cold weather arrives
Special to the Ledger
It's been a long hot summer,
but all things eventually come to
an end. Before cold weather
arrives, now is the best time to
pest proof before warmth-seeking insects turn their sights on
your home.
Lee Townsend, University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture
entomologist, says the annual
migration of beetles, crickets,
and caterpillars to the warm
environs of our homes is part of
nature's survival plan.
"If you're going to make it
through the winter here in
Kentucky, you're going to have
to have some sort of strategy to
do that," he said. -Some spend
the winter as eggs that we never
see. Some spend the winter as
pupae down in the soil. It varies
with the insect. But for the ones
that are spending the winter in
an active stage, they're the ones
that can wander indoors accidentally because they're just
looking for a crack or crevice to
get into. When they get inside
and it's warm, they'll be able to
be active the rest of the year."
An invasion by over-wintering insects doesn't necessarily
carry the seeds of destruction for
your home. Instead, they are primarily nuisances. Some, such as
the lady beetles, have odors.
Some will stain if mashed. Aside
from that, they are not directly
harmful, Townsend said.
So what can a homeowner do
to seal a house against six-

legged invaders? Townsend says
there are some simple things that
can be done to turn them back
before they enter your abode,
and maybe even decrease utility
bills at the same time. Install
door sweeps on exterior doors.
Seal utility. openings where
pipes and wires enter the foundation. Seal cracks and crevices
around windows and doors.
Install quarter-inch wire mesh
on attic and soffit vents to keep
out creatures. Also, an exterior
or barrier insecticide treatment
can be applied around the foundation of a home to prevent
insects from coming in that way.
And don't forget about firewood. Wood boring insects and
those that are over-wintering
beneath the bark can come
inside on logs. These types of
wood borers are not typically
ones that can damage a house,
but an influx of them can create
an annoyance. Townsend recommends bringing in only what
you need and burning it within
two or three days, rather than
bringing in a large load of firewood for long periods.
"There are no good alternatives for dealing with these pests
once they get indoors, so prevention is really the key to
avoiding problems later on during the winter," he said.
For more information about
managing household pests. contact the local Cooperative
Extension office.

COLUMBUS,
Ky.
-Columbus-Belmont State Park
will be bolding its annual Civil
War Days Oct 12-14,
The weekend will include
battle reenactments, hying history, and encampments. Friday is
*education day" and schools,
scouts, clubs and other groups
are encouraged to schedule field
Battles will be held at 2 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday. There
will also be a Civil War ball on
Saturday evening. There will be
Sunday morning services and a
Memorial Service at Columbus
Cemetery. Sutlers, food vendors and entertainment will be
available.
Columbus-Belmont
State
Park is a 156-acre site that
played a fascinating role its the
War Between the States. This is
the site of fortifications built by
the Confederates and later occupied by Union forces. The 1861
Battle of Belmont, a raid fought
to test the strength of this
Confederate stronghold, marked
the opening of the Union's
Western Campaign. It was also
Union General Ulysses S.
Grant's first active engagement

Photo provided

A scene from Civil War Days at Columbus-Belmont is shown.
in the Civil War. Some of the
artillery, which shelled the
Union troops, and the six-ton
anchor that held the great chain
stretching across the river, are

Does mentoring matter?
You be the judge
We'll call him Bobby. His teacher noticed that his reading skills
needed a little work, but with a classroom of more than 20 children,
she just didn't have the time to give them all the
individual attention they needed.
Then she remembered an e-mail she had
received from the school Guidance Counselor.
Something about an agency that provided mentors to help students and provide friendship.
The teacher filled out the referral form,
Bobby's parents enrolled him in the program
and now Bobby has a special friend that comes
to visit him every Tuesday at 10 a.m.
Outcome? Bobby is not only a happier
child, but his reading skills have improved.
By Suzy Crook
We'll call her Jane. She is a middle school
Director of Big
Brothers Big student going through some of those "growing
Sisters of
pains" we have all been through. Her parents
Murray/
saw the Big Brothers Big Sisters table at Back
Calloway
to $ctiool night and they enrolled Jane in the
County
program. Soon, Jane had a big sister coining to
visit her weekly. After only a few visits, Jane's parents are seeing
an improvement in her overall attitude about life.
Mentoring truly does matter and makes a difference in the lives
of children, families and communities.
Big Brothers Big Sisters' Mission Statement is "To enhance the
lives of children by providing positive adult role models who offer
hope, support, skills, encouragement and friendship that empower
children to change their lives."
To fulfill our mission, we need you! Any parent or teacher can
request a mentor for a child by calling 759-2227. Or if you are
considering becoming a mentor call me at the same number.
Thanks to everyone who helps us make a difference., one child
at a time! We'll be back next month with more news about BBBS.

on display in the park.
Columbus-Belmont
State
Park, located in Hickman
County along the Mississippi
River, has a museum, gift shop

Comedian Spade
donates $25,000 to
family of Phoenix
police officer
PHOENIX (AP) — David
Spade has donated $25,000 to
the family of a slain Phoenix
, police officer.
The 43-year-old comedian
said that after reading about
Officer Nick Erik's death last
month, he was "hit out of the
blue" by the shooting and the
fact that Erfle had overcome
cancer to return to duty.
"I'm from Arizona so I'm
I always a little aware of things
that are going on there," Spade, a
Scottsdale native, told The
Associated Press on Monday. "It
just struck me as such a rough
situation just because cops in
general get kind of a bad rap
lately and people forget it is the
scariest job out there."
Spade, who stars on the CBS
sitcom "Rules of Engagement,"
said he arranged for a money
transfer into a bank account
already established for public
donations.

He has not
spoken
with
Erfle's family
or friends.
Spade said
he
hopes
Erfle's
wife
was able to use
the money for
the funeral or
other expenses.
"1 just thought I
would throw something in the
pile," he said.
Erfle, 33, was shot Sept. 18
on a busy street after attempting
to arrest Erik Jovani Martinez.
Martinez, a 22-year-old illegal
immigrant who had been deported in March 2006, gave an alias
to conceal an outstanding felony
warrant.
Unbeknownst
to
Martinez, the alias belonged to
someone who also had an outstanding warrant.
Besides his wife, Erfle lelt
behind two sons, ages 5 and 3.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You might want to try
something differently from in the
past. You also have the opportunity to take action or make a
mental decision and see the end
results. Trust in the power of
your will coupled with your imagination. Tonight: Fun and games.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** if you want to head in a
different direction, do. You have
more strength and energy than
you realize. A decision you make
today is likely to stick. Go for
what you want. Others sense
your strength and dedication.
Tonight: A must appearance.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You want to veer in a
new direction, and the timing
might be right-on. Some of you
might be thinking about going
back to school. Be honest about
your expectations. Others will

respond. You know what you
want. Tonight: Opt for a different
restaurant or a different type of
happening.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Once more, you might
want to defer to a partner or
loved one. You could be on overload and feel as if you need to
depend on others. Make that
OK. Your sense of humor
emerges with ease, Tonight: Talk
turkey with a pal.

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Thursday, Oct. 11,2007:
This year unusual creativity
marks your life. Many people
see you as an endless source of
ideas and fun. You make others
think that it is easy to come up
with answers and solutions.
Expect more satisfaction and
happiness. If you are single, you
radiate, and others respond
accordingly. This year comfort
will be primary in choosing a
sweetie. That person might not
suit you in following years. Take
a full year to decide if this person is "it.* If you are attached,
you become more secure as a
couple. Remember that marriage
is a two-way street. Don't hog
the limelight. AQUARIUS
opens up your mind.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** New
beginnings
become possible within a relationship. You laugh and relax as
you haven't in a while. Recycle,
and you might see the world
quite differently. You are coming
from a place of wholeness.
Tonight: Sort through your offers
first.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
*** You might be quite surprised by what is going on within
your immediate circle. Listen and
make decisions that are relevant
to you. You might opt for a new
exercise program or diet. Some
might want to make other
changes affecting your daily life.
Tonight: Choose healthy.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** A new beginning is
possible in a relationship. If you
are single and want to change

and campground. There is a fee
for the museum.
For more information call the
park office (270) 677-2327 or
email cindy.lynchfty.gov

by Jacqueline Blear
your status, take the first step.
Although wishing upon a star
might not work, you could start
realizing your desires. Tonight:
Indulge a child or loved one.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You might be happy lying
low. A change on the home front
must be to your liking in order for
you to work with it. Understand
what you want. A discussion with
roommates or family might be
instrumental. Tonight: A dear
friend proves to be unusually
resourceful.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might want to
approach a situation differently
from in the past. If you decide to
walk a new course, make a wish
with today's New Moon. You are
capable of tremendous change
and growth. As a result, others
will respond differently. Tonight:
Speak your mind.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** A financial change might
be just what the doctor ordered.
If you want to change gears or
do something very differently,
do. Though a work situation has
an element of vagueness, you
could easily gain from it. Tonight:
Your treat.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** A New Moon in your
sign implies that a change is
possible professionally or in your
personal life. What a great
moment to start a project you
have been putting off! In any
case, focus on your true desires.
Today you are a manifestor.
Tonight: All smiles.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You make a resolution
about a long-overdue diet or perhaps doing some volunteer
work. Focus on a personal matter rather than the many people
around you. This New Moon is
about you using your energy in a
positive manner. Tonight: Vanish
if you would like.

ha is a Beagle mix,
female, adult.

BORN TODAY
Quarterback
Steve
Young
(1961), comedian Artie Lang
(1967), novelist Elmore Leonard
(1925)
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.iacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2007 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Patti Cakes is a Labrador
Retnever mix, female, ten week,

SHELWR HOURS: MONARI. 10AM-4PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM

riw

more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270) 759-4141
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LooldegBack
40 years ago
Members and their wises of
Murray Lions Club attended Ilse
District 43-K convention held at
Kentucky Dam Village State Park
at Gilbertsville. They were Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon Anderson. Mr.
and Mrs. George Ligon. Mr. and
Mrs Joe Pat .1revathim Mr and
Mrs Joe Pat JaITIC, and Mr. and
Mrs James Harmon
Judy Kelso, Kathleen Madrey,
Bobby Williams and Kim Puckett, all members of 4-H Club, presented a program Al a meeting of
the Murray Kiwiurus Club held at
the Murray Woman's Club house.
50 years ago
Eddie Hine of Murray Training School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of Amenca showed the
Grand Champion Angus at the
annual [Norio 4-I1 and FTA Fat
Calf Show and Sale in Murray.
His animal weighed 1,1914 pounds.
Wells Owen, freshman at Murray
State College and former member
of MIS FFA Chapter. won the
showmanship title at the event.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Homer Sears, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs Lame Futrell, a girl
to Gene and Marion Potts and a
boy to Mr and Mrs. Janie. Dixon.
60 years ago
Jack Mayfield, Jackie Myers,
Bland and Bobby
Johnnie
Lawrence, all of Calloway County Junior Jersey Cattle Club. won
honors with their animals at the
Purchase Junior Jersey District
Show a Mayfield.
Elected as officers of the Kirksey High School Unit of ParentTeacher Association were Mrs.
Verdun Tucker, president; Mrs.
Kenneth Palmer, vice president:
Mrs. Clay Darnell. secretary. and
Miss Johnnie McCallum treasurer

10 years ago
Published is a picture of Nu.
sell Ciholson ot Murray State Um
versits 's FaCIIMCS Management
placing MSU homecoming banners around the city for events
on Oct II
Robyn Myhill of Murray High
School shot a two-day score of
176 in the Girls Stale Golf Tournament di RIChillolld which ended
(k:t 11
Births reported include a boy
to Judy and William Clapp and a
girl to Melissa and Daniel Duncan, Oct 6. a boy to frac' and
Randy Swift and a boy to Bessie
and Jeremiah Famll. Oct. 7.
20 years ago
David Weather!, And Gidget
Vaughn. hand students at Murray
High School. hate mixt% ed certificates tor their nommation for
MeDiinald's All .American High
School Band
Calloway County Judge Exectame George Weaks spoke about
"The Constitution ot the United
States" at a meeting 01 the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution held at the home of Mrs.
.Inhn litesay
Births reported include a girl
to latiimie and )1111111) Nelsiin and
a girl to Sheri:), and Eduard Carson, Oct 1
30 years ago
S111111.1S -CAM% ay Community
Dwane still present "Fantasticks"
Oct 11. 14. 15 and 16 at the old
freight depot at Murray-Calloway
Richard Valentine is
Counts
direct.: ot die theatre
Murra iligli School Band was
judged summit in Class II (large
hands I at the Murray Regional
Marching Band Festival at Murray State 111mi:tots
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs Mike Kuppert.
Oct. 3.

DEAR ABBY: After an
unhappy, sexless I2-year Marriage. I divorced my husband.
Six months later I met a handsome, divorced dermatologist
on the Internet. We were immediately attracted to each other
and, six weeks later, he invited me to
in
move
him,
with
which I did.
Last
week after I
up
picked
our clothes
at the dry
cleaner and
checked
them as I
loaded them
By Abigail
into the car,
Van Buren
came
I
across an expensive black lace
bra, size 36DD. (I am a small
B.) I became very upset -- I
tend to be the jealous type - and threw it out the sunroof
of my car 'onto the freeway
on my way home.
When my boyfriend got
home from his medical meeting that night. I confronted
him. lie told me it had to
have been mistakenly added
to our order, and asked me
what I had done with it. When
I said I had thrown it out, he
became irate and ordered me
to look for it.
The next day, his friend (a
lawyer) called me and told me
the bra was evidence in a sexual assault case. He said it
had DNA on it and he needed it for court. He said I

Dear Abby

Todaylnilistory
By 1 he Associated Press
Today is Vteiliiesda. Oct 1lithe 2141rd dat of 2007 There are
142 days left in the year
Tula)'s Ilighliitht in History.
On Oct. 10. 1845. the U.S.
Naval Academy was established
in Annapolis, hid
On this date
In 1911. ret°luminaries under
Sun Yat-sen launched their overthrust ii) China's Manchu dynasty
In 1915, George Gershwin's
opera -Porgy and Bess- opened
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on Broadway.
In 1941, Chiang Kai-shek took
the oath of office as president (il
China
In 1957. President Eisenhower
apologized to the finance minister of Ghana, Komla Agheli
Gbdemah, alter the official Was
refused sers ice in a Dover, Del..
restaurant
In 1957. the Milwaukee Braves
won the World Series. defeating
the New York Yankees in Gaille
7, 5-0
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Skin doctor's tall tale should
make him blush with shame

In 1957. the TV senes "Zorro,"
starring Guy Williams as the
unasked hero, debuted on ABC'.
In 1467, the Outer Space Treaty,
which prohibits the placing of
weapons of mass destruction on
the moon or elsewhere in space.
entered into force.
In 1973. Vice President Spiro
Agneu. accused of accepting
bribes, pleaded no contest to one
count of federal income tax evaslOn, and resigned his office.
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should go back to the freeway and look for it. I did,
but could not locate it.
I feel guilty for losing my
temper and for possibly causing the lawyer to lose this
important case. My boyfriend
is still mad at me. How can
I make this right'?
-- TRUSTING IN L.A.
DEAR TRUSTING: You
need to develop a strong sense
of skepticism. I have heard
some tall tales in my time,
but the one the lawyer told
you takes the cake.
If the bra was evidence of
a felony in a court of law, it
would have been in police custody, not your laundry hamper. Also, once it had been
through the dry cleaning
process, any DNA would have
been compromised.
Your boyfriend is not only
a cheater, he's also trying to
avoid buying the woman a
replacement bra. Rather than
trying to make this nght, you
should be shedding the skin

Horse treatment
eases joint pain
gas often comes with the aging
process. But it can also be the
result of food sensitivities, such
gluten
as milk sugar (lactose) or
(grain protein). Try changing your
yogurt to Lacuud or, as another
option, experiment with • glutenfree diet. You rnay also wish to
try a product that aids in the
breakdown of the food while
decreasing the amount of gasses
produced in the process. Beano
is one option If these options are
ineffective, see your doctor.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Can you
handle another question about the
no-flour, no-sugar duet" I have
used this plan with some success
but wonder if I might be doing
better.
Just how nit-picky should I be
about the sugar, especially? I find
sugar listed in the ingredients of
peanut butter, ketchup and fatknees
Miracle Whip. My beloved
1 went to our local feed store free
e yogurts and fat-free salad
and purchased a bottle of the vet- fat-fre
all have 10 to 15 grams
dressings
affectthe
trio
applied
erinary gel. I
listed on their nutrition
sugar
of
say
to
pleased
am
I
and
ed area,
charts.
I no longer suffer the pain and
It's simple to eliminate the obviinflammation. I strongly recomous foods — pies, cookies, cakes,
mend it.
just how much labelDEAR READER: I'm pass- etc., but
reading should we do? Your recing along your success story with
on?
Veterinary Liniment for sore joints. onunendati
DEAR READER: A lot of
I have received hundreds of letlabel-reading will put you in the
ters from readers who have had
seat. To give you further,
similar success using the product. driver's
detailed information, I sugWhile technically for sore mus- more
that you defer to my book
cles and joints on horses, Veteri- gest
Gott's No Flour, No Sugar
nary Liniment seems to have a "Dr.
It contains food lists, meal
Dict."
human
their
with
following
strong
and recipes. It is availplanners
writing.
for
Thanks
s
companion
most bookstores or online
DEAR DR. GOTT: I remem- able in
on.com.
ber reading something about this at www.arnaz
Available in January 2008 is
issue one time in your column.
book, "Dr. Gott's No
What can you do about exces- my newest
Flour, No Sugar Cook Book." It
sive gas?
more than 200 recipes.
I eat mostly whole grains, veg- contains
available in most bookgies, fruits, very little meat, yogurt It will be
stores and is now available for
and no milk. I am a 53-year-old
at
online
female. I have no stomachaches pre-order
www.amazon.com.
or other symptoms.
DEAR READER: Excessive

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am wntmg in regard to your column earlier this year concerning the use
of Veterinary Liniment I want to
share my success using it
I suffered pain and stiffness
in my right
just
wnst
my
below
right thumb
inflamThe
mation was so
bad that I had
limited movement of my
right hand I
heard about
veterithis
nary liniment
from a friend
who used it
By
Dr. Peter Gott to treatin stiffhis
ness

Dr. Gott

doctor.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I need help
deciding what to do about my
last name. I am going through
a divorce and am not sure if
I should return to my maiden
name.
Or I was married more than
35 years and my children are
grown with families of their
own. Many women have told
me they wouldn't keep their
married name -- that a divorce
is a new start, and I'm not
'that person' anymore.
It's just that I'm so used to
my married name -- but then
again, I only took the name
because I got married. Please
help me decide. -- IN NAME
ONLY, PHOENIX

Lt

ContractBridge
last dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•—

DEAR IN NAME ONLY:
The women who are urging
you to take back your maiden name are doing so because
they wanted to close an unhappy chapter in their lives and
have as few reminders as possible. There are no hard-andfast rules about this subject.
If you are comfortable using
your married name, then continue to do so. If you wouldn't mind correcting people who
have known you for the last
35 years and telling them, "My
name is now ..." then go ahead
and change it.
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
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The bidding:
North
South West
East
All Pass
Dble
4*
I•
two of clubs.
Opening lead
It's hard to estimate hots many
contracts are lost because players get
overly upset after running into a bad
suit break. A significant part of the
skill in bridge consists of keeping
your cool when the unexpected
strikes, and then calmly doing the
best you can under the circumstances.
Take the present case where
South discovered early in the play
that all live missing trumps were
banked against him.
When dummy first appeared. it
seemed Ms only possible losers were

a spade, a heart and a diamond. But
when declarer ruffed the club lead
and played the ace of trumps, East
did not follow suit, and it now
seemed South would have to lose
two trump tricks.
But hint heart seer vion fair
lady, and South did not promptly
abandon all hope. Instead, he
focused all his efforts on finding a
solution to his predicament. He knew
that his chances of winning a diamond finesse were very poor on the
bidding, so he decided to try to eliminate one of his trump losers.
Accordingly, at trick three he led a
heart to dummy's jack. Fast won
with the ace and returned a heart to
the queen lkclarer then ruffed a
club, played a heart to the king and
ruffed another club. Next came a diamond to the ace, deliberately rejecting the finesse, followed by another
diamond to Lases king.
At this point. South was down to
only the K-1-10-8 of spades, while
West's last four cards were Q-9-7-6.
, When East now led a club, declarer
trumped with the ten. West realized
he'd be finished if he overruffed, so
he chose instead to underruff with
the six.
South countered by'next leading
the eight of spades. West won with
the nine, but then had to lead from
the Q-7 into declarer's K-1, and the
contract was home.
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1 Traffic snarls
5 Carpentry tool
8 Fluctuate
(hnitl
12 Appliance
13 So-so mark
14 Not — — to
stand on
15 Mr Roddenberry
16 Country
lodging
17 Get threadbare
18 Exercise as
power
20 Shut down
21 Dwindle
24 Hotel employee
27 Tin container
28 Exclude
31 Khayyam or
Shan)
32 Go bad
33 Rozelle or
Sarnpras
34 Pen point
35 Thole filler

36 Squeezes
oranges
37 Did garden
work
39 Wolf's
weapons
43 Gemstones
46 Poets black
47 Winged insect
49 Spring
51 Swit co-star
52 Make a blunder
53 -Orinoco Flow'
singer
54 Kind of pilot
55 Interstate sign
56 Track meet
event
DOWN
Bleach bottle
One more time
Fashion length
Pittsburgh pro
They turn
litmus red
6 Family room
7 Path to saton

1
2
3
4
5

Answer to Previous Puzzle
LED
YOGA OWLS
I PIE
THAI
ODOR
INCENSE
MELOIE
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8 Ketch cousin
9 Fridge stick
10 Pro votes
11 Fiend
19 Granted
approval
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20 News network
22 Make a touchdown
23 Chow down
24 Max — Sydow
25 Fifi's boyfriend
26 Milieu for
some rats
28 Ms Arthur
29 Midnight teller
30 Thing in law
32 "The Facts of
Life" star
33 Went biking
35 Startled cries
36 DC figure
38 Active sorts
39 Tour de force
40 Expenenced
41 Looks sleepy
42 &brig fly
44 'Stormy
Weather'
singer
45 Pronounces
47 Entreat
48 Diamond stat
50 Cry of disdain
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KENTUCKY WELCOMES No. 1
RANKED LSU INTO
COMMONWEALTH SATURDAY
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KYSER LOUGH / Ledger 8 Times
Lady Laker senior forward Amy Winkler attempts to move the ball past two Marshall County defenders during the
Second District tournament Tuesday night at Graves County High School. Winkler scored the only goal for Calloway
County.
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Quick Strikes
By KYSER LOUGH
Sports Writer
MAYFIELD, Ky. - The weather couldn't have been
better for the Calloway County Lady Lakers, but the
game didn't turn out quite as nice as expected.
The Lady Lakers suffered defeat at the hands of
Marshall County, 6-1, in the Second District
Tournament Tuesday at Graves County.
Two goals by the Lady Marshals with 23 and 20
minutes left in the first period sent the Lady Lakers
into the half 0-2, a polar opposite of Monday night's
matchup against Mayfield. This sent the Lady Lacers
into alsole that was hard to see out of.
"When they got down 0-2 at half, they just didn't
feel like there was any coming back from it," said
Calloway County head coach Mike Harlan.
If a comeback was in the works for Calloway
County, the Lady Lakers did not seem to notice and
fell short even more in the second period. Marshall
County scored twice in the first 10 minutes, scoring
off of a corner kick within the first five minutes and
then heading the ball in five minutes later.
The rest of the scoring for the Lady Marshals was
spread out, with another goal from a corner kick at
19:02 and one knocked in with 10:50 left to cap their
six points. Calloway County had not allowed more
than five points to any team this season.
"Most of them came not expecting to win, that's
the hardest part to ever overcome," Harlan said. "I
think they had it in them to play a better game than
what they played."
Despite the high score for Marshall County, senior
keeper Kelsie Greer was able to make some key saves,
including a stop with 21:50 left in the game to hold the
score at 0-5.
Another gift came from the opposition when an
offsides' penalty on Marshall County during a corner
IN See SOCCER, 2C

EASTERN DIVISION
S. Carolina
3-1 (5-1)
Florida
2-2 (4-2)
Georgia
2-2 (4-2)
Kentucky
1-1 (5-1)
Tennessee
1-1 (3-2)
Vanderbilt
1-2 (3-2)
WESTERN DIVISION
LSU
3-0 (6-0)
Alabama
2-1 (4-2)
Auburn
2-1 (4-2)
Miss State
1-2 (4-2)
Arkansas
0-2 (3-2)
Ole Miss
0-3 (2-4)
son coming a quarter-century
ago, keep this in mind:
Would the Commodores contending for a conference title be
any more ludicrous than
Appalachian State beating
Michigan? Or 40-point underdog Stanford knocking off
Stanford? Or South Flonda
being ranked No. 5 in the country?
"It's just not the way it was,
with certain teams being a little
bit better than most and certain
teams not being as good as
most," Georgia coach Mark
Richt said. 'There's just a lot
more equality out there. There's
a lot of skilled guys who can
make plays, and a lot of coaches
who know what they're doing."
One of those coaches is Steve
Spurner, who guided Florida to
six SEC titles and one national
championship during an era in
which there was a lot more predictability to the standings. ' •
The Gators dominated the
East during the early half of the
1990s. Tennessee came on
strong in the latter pan of the
decade, and Georgia became a
perennial contender soon after
Richt took over in 2001.
IS See SEC. 2C

WAIT IS ON FOR YANKEES MANAGER
JOE TORRE AND REST OF TEAM

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger &Times
Calloway County senior Jessica Torsak tries to get around a
Marshall County player during the Lady Lakers'6-1 loss to the Lady
Marshals.

CHAOTIC CHICAGO MARATHON RAISES QUESTIONS
ABOUT WHETHER EVENTS ARE TOO BIG, TOO GREEDY
CHICAGO (API — There
are young ones, old ones, thin
ones and fat ones. Some show
up in chicken suits, others in Gstrings. There are highly trained
athletes, of course, but also
many people who look like a
starting line is, well, the last
place they should be.
big-city
days,
These
marathons cast an increasingly
wide net, drawing tens of thousands of senous and not-so-serious runners to prestigious races
in New York, Chicago. Boston
and elsewhere.
The incentive to draw as

ATHENS. Ga. (AP) —
Georgia already has lost two
Southeastern
Conference
games, and the season is only
halfway done. So, that's it for
the Bulldogs, right?
Hardly.
The SEC East is a microcosm
of college football's wild, wild
year, with standings that look all
out of whack and each of the six
teams already sporting at least
one conference loss.
South Carolina, which has a
grand total of one conference
championship in football (and
that was long before the
Gamecocks joined the SEC), is
holding down first place and
ranked No. 7 in the country. No.
17 Kentucky is right in the thick
of things, and it's not even basketball season yet.
Meanwhile, traditional powers Florida and Georgia already
have two conference losses
apiece, though that's not enough
to knock them out of the race.
Heck, they've got as good a shot
as anyone else to be playing on
that first Saturday of December
at the SEC championship game
in Atlanta.
"Usually by now," Tennessee
coach Phillip Fulmer said, "it's
down to a couple of teams."
Even perennial bringing-upthe-rear Vanderbilt remains
hopeful, knowing that its 1-2
record in the SEC puts the
Commodores in about the same
position as everyone else.
-The way the league is this
year, you just never know,"
Vandy cornerback Myron Lewis
said. -Two losses doesn't eliminate you. And since we haven't
played anyone in the East yet,
we still feel like we can do some
things."
Before you go off on Lewis
for failing to understand the
realities of college football, such
as Vanderbiles last winning sea-

many people as possible is clear
enough:
The
26.2-mile
marathons generate millions of
dollars for cities that host them,
as well as for the sporting-goods
industry.
-The
line
bottom
is
marathons today are big business," said Patrick Moscantolo,
head of the Greater Boston
Convention and Visitors Bureau.
But after a brutally hot
Chicago Marathon descended
into disarray this past weekend
— with hundreds of runners
vomiting or collapsing and
organizers forced to call off the
race — questions have been

raised about whether marathons
have become too all-inclusive
and too focused on money.
They certainly have grown
— and fast.
The number of people taking
part in the Boston Marathon, for
instance, has more than doubled
over the past decade, despite the
race requiring qualifying times
for most runners. From 1997 to
2007, the number of runners
grew from 10.471 to 23,869,
Boston
said
Marathon
spokesman Marc Chalufour.
The Chicago Marathon.
which has no qualification
requirements, has grown from

around 16,000 runners pre-registering in 1997 to around
45,000 pre-registering for
Sunday's marathon. The actual
number of runners was estimated at 36,000 because (0,000
entrants didn't show up at the
starting line.
The boom began back in the
1970s when runners Bill Rogers
and Frank Shorter helped to
popularize marathons in the
United States.
"Today, the marathon has
become the everyday man's or
woman's Mount Everest," said
Richard Finn, the spokesman for
the New York Road Runners.

NEW YORK (AP) — Tick really — it's pretty much a nolock, tick tock.
win situation for someone comThe wait is on for Joe Torre ing in here to be able to live up
and his Yankees players, a to the expectations or live up to
fiercely loyal bunch.
what he did. It's not going to
Nearly everyone in New happen. So as far as someone
York wanted to know Tuesday coming in and taking over this
whether
owner
George job, it's not necessarily a great
Steinbrenner will keep his long- situation."
time manager Torre or let him
Steinbrenner said last weekgo after 12 straight playoff end he didn't think he'd bring
appearances.
Torre back unless New York ralNo answers yet.
lied to win the first-round series.
"Have some patience. Things The 77-year-old owner has not
take time. There will be a spoken publicly since the Game
process and we'll work through 4 defeat.
that, and it will lead us where it
His spokesman. Howard
leads us," general manager Rubenstein, released a statement
Brian Cashman said. "My spec- Tuesday that said Steinbrenner
ulation is I'm not going to have was heading back home to
anything to report in the coming Tampa, Fla., and would have no
days."
comment "at this time."
Few players were at Yankee
"There's nothing decided
Stadium, a day after their sea- yet," said Hank Steinbrenner, a
son-ending
6-4
loss
to son of the owner and a team senCleveland, the third straight year ior vice president. -The record
New York was eliminated in the speaks for itself, but nothing
first round.
lasts forever."
But folks everywhere chimed
The younger Steinbrenner
in and backed Torre, from rival praised Torre for the job he did
AL managers Terry Francona this year, getting the Yankees
and Eric Wedge to presidential into the playoffs after a slow
candidate Rudy Giuliani and start.
New York Mayor Michael
"I really do like Joe a lot," he
Bloomberg.
said. "I have a lot of admiration
Chien-Ming Wang, Doug for him."
Mientkiewicz, Andy Phillips
Cashman said the club was
and Jose Molina were among just beginning its decision-makthe Yankees who showed up at ing process and he would soon
the ballpark and packed their meet with ownership.
gear for the long winter. Don
"There's been no heavy liftMattingly, mentioned as a possi- ing today," he said.
ble replacement along with Joe
Meanwhile, players continGirardi and Tony La Russa, said ued to speak out on Torre's
succeeding Torre would be diffi- behalf.
cult.
"Everyone in this room unan"It's like following John imously feels the same way
Wooden
or
something," about Mr. Torre," Phillips said.
Mattingly said. -This guy wins "We all love him. We all apprechampionship after champi- ciate what he's given us. We
onship and we're in the playoffs appreciate the confidence he's
in every year. You know, it's had in us all year."
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCORESOARD

KYSER LOUGH

Pasisessan Ossabell
At A Warm
By The AesocieNd PM*
mass COT
DIMS=ION=
Awartion League
Boston 3. Los moos0
Boston 4. Los Angeles0
Boston 6. Los Angeles 3
Boston 9, Los Angeles 1
Cleveland 3. New York 1
Cleveland 12. New York 3
Ckweland 2, New York 1. 11 innings
New York 8, Cleveland 4
Clevetand 6. New York 4

Ledger 8 Times

Lady Laker senior forward
Lauren Harlan battles a
Marshall County defender for
control of the ball

•Soccer
From Page 1C
kick with 15 minutes left in the
first period negated a would-be
goal for the Lady Marshals.
Calloway County's lone goal
of the night came from senior
forward Amy Winkler with
12:44 left in the game, putting
the Lady Laker% at 1-5. This was
also the only goal made by
Calloway against Marshall
County this season. Winkler had
a few other goal attempts, but
only connected once.
Harlan said that he was disappointed in the way his team
played against the Lady
Marshals compared to the rest of
the season.
-This was probably one of
the worst games I've seen them
play and I hate to say that, being
their last game." he said.
After losing 0-3 and 0-5 to
the Lady Marshals earlier in the
season. Harlan knew his team
had to come out with one of
their hest games- to overcome
Marshall County. However.
Harlan did not see what he Was
wanting.
-From watching them, the
way they've been playing all
year. this was probably one of
their worst performances." he
said. -I never really did see a
good performance. I really didn't, they didn't play their game."
Shortly after the end of the
game. Harlan already was looking to nest season and began to
make preparations. After meetMan Owletselm
ulled aside his upcoming senors for a short conference
"Let's start over Ita next
year!" Harlan said.
With the win over the Lady
Laker, Marshall County moves
on to face the winner of Murray
and Graves County. set for 7:30
p.m. tonight at Graves County.

Nallarml Lingua
Anions 3, Chicago 0
Arizona 3. Chicago 1
Anzona 8 Chicago 4
Arizona 5 Chicago I
Colorado 3. Philedelpha 0
Coiorado 4. Phisdelgem 2
Colorado 10. PNI•delphe 5
Colorado 2, Philadelphia 1

Photo Submitted

at the
The Murray-Calloway Youth Swim Team recently competed in the Fall Frenzy
MYST
Paducah Athletic Club. Pictured are the swimmers who participated in the event.
in 8finished the meet in third place. High point awards went to Zach Martin, 3rd place
&-under boys, Lauren Erickson, third place in 13-14 year old girls and Jesus Siqueros,
meet.
first place in 13-14 year old boys. The MYST will travel to Memphis for their next

LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
American League
Friday Oct 12
1971 at Boston
(Sabathia
Cleveland
(Backed 20-7). 610 p M.
Saturday, Oct 13
Cleveland (Carrnona 19-8) at Boston
(Schding 9-8). 721 pm
Monday, Oct 15
Boston at Cleveland,6 10 p m
Tuesday, Oct 16
Boston at Cleveland, 721 p.m
Thursday, Oct. 18
necesBoston at Cleveland. 721 pm
sary
Saturday, Oct 20
Cleveland at Boston. TBD if necessary
Sunday, Oct 21
Cleveland at Boston. TBO 4 necessary
National League
Thursday, Oct 11
Colorado (Francis 17-9) at Anzona (Webb
18-10). 7 37 p rn
Friday, Oct. 12
Colorado (Jimenez 4-4) at Arizona (Davis
13-12). 9 18 p m
Sunday, Oct. 14
Arizona (Hernandez 11-11) al Colorado
(Morales 3-2). 737 pm
Monday, Oct 15
Arizona (Owings 8-8) at Colorado
(Undecided). 918 p.m
Wednesday, Oct 17
Anzona at Colorado, 737 pm it necesSan/

Friday, Oct. 19
Colorado at Arizona 7 37 pm it racessary
Saturday, Oct 20
Colorado at Arizona TBD if necessary
WORLD SERIES
Wednesday, Oct 24
National League at Nnencan League In)
'Mond* Oct 25
NI_ at AL IM
Saturday, Oct 27
AL at NL nI
Sunday, Oct 28
*tat NI.,in)
samellaalltes.sa
AL at NL it necessary lrh
Wednesday, Oct. 31
NL at AL it necessary in)
Thursday, Nov. 1
NL at AL 4 necessary Oh

Photo Submitted

row and
Two Murray locals, Laura Mitchell, pictured second from right on the front
University
Brandon Phillips, pictured third from left on the back row, are members of the
won the Eastern
of Kentucky Wakeboard Team. In September, the UK Wakeboard Team
by Penn State.
Ctlalletale Wakeboard Championship hold at University Park hosted
Mitchell is a 2005 Murray High
Division
Women's
the
in
honors
top
home
took
Laura
graudate Both Mitchell
graduate, while Phillips is a 2007 Calloway County High School
and Phillips are pursuing Engineenng degrees at UK

NelSorsil PooI UMW.Standings
Al limas CDT
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
L T Pet
W
5 0 01 000
New England
4 0 200
1
Buffalo
4 0 200
1
N V Jets
0 5 0 000
Miami
South
L T Pct
W
5 0 0 1 000
Indianapolis
1 0 750
3
Jacksonville
3 1 0 750
Tennessee
3 2 0 600
Houston
North
L T Pct
W
1 0 KO
4
Pittsburgh
3 2 0 600
Baltimore
2 3 0 400
Cleveland
1
3 0 250
Cincinnati
West
L T Pct
W
2 2 0 500'
Oakland
2 3 0 400 •
Denver
2 3 0 400
Kansas City
2 3 0 400
Sao Diego
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
L T Pct
W
5 0 0 1 000
Dallas
1 0 750
3
Washington
3 2 0 600
N Y Giants
3 0 250
1
Philadelphia
South
L T Pet
W
3 2 0 600
Carolina
3 2 0 600
Tampa Bay
1
4 0 200
Atlanta
0 4 0 000
New Orleans
North
L T Pct
W
1 0 800
4
Green Bay
3 2 0 600
Detroit
2 3 0 400
Chicago
1
3 0 250
Minnesota
West
L T Pct •
W
3 2 0 600.
Anzona
3 2 0 600
Seattle
2 3 0 400,
San Francisco
0 5 0 000
St Louis
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Monday's Game
Dallas 25. Buffalo 24
Sunday, Oct 14
Minnesota at Chicago Noon
St Louis at Baltimore, Noon
Philadelphia at N Y Jets. Noon
Miami at Cleveland, Noon
Washington at Green Bay. Noon
Cincinnati at Kansas City, Noon
Tennessee at Tampa Bay. Noon
Houston at Jacksonville, Noon
Carolina at Arizona, 3-05 p.m.
New England at Dallas, 3'15 gm.
Oakland at San Diego, 3:15 p.m
New Orleans at Seattle, 715 p.m.
Open Buffalo. Indianapolis, Pittsburgh.
Denver, Detrort. San Francisco
Monday, Oct. 15
411p4 illayskrie Ass..

RACER ROUNDUP

ers receive honors

m, play
Globetrotters Racer volleyball tea
TEAM COMPETES IN MISS.; LADY RACER GOLF THIRD AT LADY INDIAN CLASSIC
schedule 2008 ISBELL GETS OVC HONOR; RIFLE
A&M Corpus Christi (63E)
week .
ter Cassie Chesney leads the 288th nationally. She also ranks
Peay
By MSU Sports Information
Austin
high
careera
Made
the
Isbell
eighth in
conference
Drake
RSEC date
The Murray State volleyball
eight saves against EKU, with (637),
OVC with 4.10
13.23
with

MSU News Bureau
The Regional Special Events
State
Murray
at
Center
niversity sv ill host the legeild.wy Harlem Globetrotters on
January 7. 2008, as they travel
across the nation for their 2008
as Ever" North
"Magic
American Tour. Tickets are on
sale now and there is a special
incentive to purchase early.
During a limited-time promotion, tans who purchase four
tickets by Sunday. Oct. 14. will
receive an invitation to attend
Globetrotter University. an
exclusive pre-game session with
some of the players. The offer is
valid on select ticket prices only.
More information can be found
online at wwwharlernglobetrotters.com.

team's recent success has wen
the team and its players move up
in several national, regional and
conference rankings..
The Racers (10-8, 7-2 OVC)
jumped from 18th to 13th in the
Midwest Region RKPI Ranking
(Rich Kern Percentage Index),
which ranks teams using a formula that approximates the
Rating Percentage Index,
Murray State leads the Ohio
Valley Conference with 20.55
digs per game and 15.74 kills
per game. The Racers rank
fourth nationally in digs and
55th in kills. MSU ranks second
in the OVC with 14.42 assists
per game. ranking 58th nationally in that category.
sir homore set

per
assists
game. ranking
12th nationally
in that categoJunior
ry.
libero Heather
is
Norris
fourth in the
OVC with 5.47
digs per game,
ranking 35th
nationally. She
ranks
also
ninth with 0.38
aces per game.
ranking 261st
nationally.
Senior middle hitter Tara
DeMage ranks
sixth in the
with
league
0.42 aces per
game. ranking
167th nationally, and 10th
with an attack
percentage of

*.* 05013ER FEST *:
WHOLESALE 13LOWNT
Lelm motids •SEC
2016 HWY. 121 NORTH• MURRAY, KY• 270-759-1682
Mickey says move em out at the dealers black book prices'
That s right - you can buy directly from the dealers bible of pncing
UNITS IN STOCK
8 Trucks - 14 SI1V s • 5 Cars • 1 Van • 1 2003 Harley
Road King 100th Anniversary Others coming in daily.
Examples of No Haggle Wholesale Pricing
AoLN.E54.•
a

$19.500

•
• •

•'

$14,600
$20.500
9).5.900
01.500
$19.7Kri
Ste . •

Morris To Set A Time For Your Test Drive.
Bank hemming Available With Approved Credit.

Coll Bill

per
points
game.
Junior outhitter
side
Alison Mugler
ranks sixth in
Mulger
the OVC with
Chesney
3.67 kills per
game, ranking 199th nationally.
She also ranks ninth in the OVC
with 4.03 points per game.
Isbell named OVC
Goalkeeper of Week:
Tara Isbell, a freshman goal
keeper from
Mayfield. was
Ohio
named
Valley
Conterence
Goalkeeper of
the Week for
the week of
Oct. 9.
Isbell posted her second and third shutouts
DeMage
of the season in a 2-0 win over
Morehead State and a 1-0 win
274. ranking over Eastern Kentucky last

From Page 1C
Actually, it was Spurner who
helped to open things up a bit
when he left for an mediocre
stint With the NFL's Washington
Redskins in 2002-03. Florida
dropped off during the fireronritok.corn era. and Georgia was
the main beneficiary.
Two years, ago. Spurner
returned to the college game
with South Carolina. which
went through most of its history
without winning a howl game
and captured its only championship as a member of the
Atlantic Coast Conference in
1969.
Suddenly. the Gamecocks
have the look of a contender. In
just 2 1/2 years on the job.
Spurner has already beaten each

of the Big Three - Honda.
Tennessee and Georgia -- and
even started to needle some of
his nvals, juSt like he did when
he had those powerhouse teams
down at the Swamp.
"We may have a chance at a
big year," Spurrier said. "But
right now, we feel pretty fortunate to be 5-1 starting the second
half of this 12-game season."
He's wise to hedge his bets.
While Gamecocks lead the SE('
East with a 3-1 conference
record, their only loss coming in
a competitive game at No. I
LSU. there's a perilous threeweek stretch remaining.
South Carolina travels to No.
25 Tennessee 13-2, I-11 on Oct.
27. then goes to West Division
nval Arkansas on Nov. 3, and
finally returns home to face

seven of them coming in the second half when MSU was protecting a 1-0 lead.
Isbell played all 180 minutes
in the two games, didn't give up
a goal and made 11 total saves.
Her goals against average was
lowered from 1.77 to 1.26,
which pushed her into the top
four in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Lady Racer golf third
in Arkansas:
The Murray State women's
golf team turned in a third place
finish in a field of 14 teams at
the Lady Indian Classic played
in Jonesboro, Ark.
The Racers fired rounds of
309-316=625 and finished third
behind the 603 of Central
Arkansas and the 620 of second
place Eastern Kentucky.
McLennan CC finished
fourth (630), Jackson State
(633) finished fifth and
McNeese State (635), Texas

and
(637),
(637)
UAB
rounded out the
top 10.
Andrea ;
Downer and
Doivimr ,
Alexandra Hintereger tied
for Ilth place
in the field of
84 competitors
for low score
honors for the
Racers.
Downer and
Hintereger
HIntersger.
fired
each
•
rounds of 77-77=154.
Megan McKinney placed
18th with scores of 77-78=115.
while Caroline Lagerborg's
scores of 78-84.162 earned: a
45th place showing. Bethatiy
Yates finished 57th with rounds
of 78-88=166.
The ASU tournament si4ts
played at Jonesboro Cowley
Club at 5.926 yards, a par-71

13th-ranked Florida (4-2. 2-2)
on Nov. 10.
The defending national
champions have likely knocked
themselves out of the race for
No. I with two straight losses.
But the Gators certainly haven't
given up on capturing another
SEC East title, and possibly getting another crack at LSU after
the Tigers edged Honda in a 2824 thnller this past weekend,
older players, we did
talk about that. I actually took a
glance at it as well and saw that
everyone has a loss.- Gators
coach Urban Meyer said
Tuesday evening. 'That tells
you that every game is going to
matter. It's single elimination
and it's exciting."
Florida has the week off
before heading to Lexington to

take on surprising Kentucky (SI, 1-11. which had surged into
the Top 10 before a sloppy loss
at South Carolina last week.
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TV, radio
TOOAY
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7 p.m
ESPN - Navy at Pittsburgh
NBA BASKETBALL
1:30 p.m.
E5PN2- PliON13011 Boston vs
Minnesota at London
NHL HOCKEY
6 p.m.
VERSUS - N 'I Rangers at N
Islander*
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Security firm alleged to have killed Christians Democrats put on back
BAGHDAD (AP) — U.S.
ahid Iraqi officials today were
ts.ivestigating yet another shoutgag of Iraqi civilians by a heaviarmed security firm linked to
.S. govenunent-financed work

11

burner legislation
ordering troops home

-: The bodies of Marou Awanis
and Geneva Jalal, the Christian
women killed in the Tuesday
shooting, were taken, meanwhile, to Baghdad's Armenian
Orthodox Virgin Mary Church
for funeral services.
Iraqi authorities blamed the
women's deaths on guards
working for Unity Resources
Group, a security company
owned by Australian partners
but with headquarters in Dubai
in the United Arab Emirates.
Unity provides security services to RTI International, a
group based in Research
Triangle Park, N.C., that promotes governance projects in
Iraq for the U.S. Agency for
International Development.
Both Unity and RTI acknowledged a security contract
between them and both entities
said RTI staffers were not present when the shooting occurred
in Baghdad's Karradah district.
A U.S. Embassy spokeswoman said RTI was under contract by USAID but was responsible for its own security.
"USAID does not direct the
security arrangements of contractors," Mirembe Nantongo
said.
According to the USA1D
Web site, RTI has about $450
million in U.S. government contracts to work on local governance projects in Iraq. USA1D is
a semi-autonomous arm of the
U.S. State Department that manages American aide programs.
Michael Priddin, chief operating officer of Unity, told The
Associated Press on Wednesday
the firm was working with Iraqi
authorities "to find out the
results of the shooting incident.
...we are trying to work out a
true picture of what happened."
In a statement issued Tuesday
night, Priddin said, "We deeply
regret this incident."
Iraqi government officials,
police and witnesses said guards
working for Unity fired on a
white
Oldsmobile
as
it
approached
their
convoy
Tuesday afternoon, killing the

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Congressional Democrats have
put on the back burner legislation ordering troops home from
Iraq and turned their attention to
war-related
proposals that
Republicans are finding hard to
reject.
The legislative agenda marks
a dramatic shift for party leaders
who vowed repeated votes to
end combat and predicted
Republicans would eventually
join them. But with Democrats
still lacking enough votes to
bring troops home, the party
runs the risk of concluding its
first year in control of Congress
with little to show for its tough
anti-war rhetoric.
"We can no longer approach
the discussion on Iraq as a partisan issue," said Rep. John
Tanner,
a
conservative
Democrat from Tennessee. "Our
soldiers, sailors, Marines, airmen and Guardsmen aren't
fighting as Democrats or
Republicans but as Americans."
In the past week, the House
passed two bills intended to curb
misconduct by contractors in
Iraq and one proposal by Tanner
and Rep. Neil Abercrombie. 13Hawaii, that requires updates on
the Bush administration's plans
for the eventual withdrawal of
U.S. combat forces.
Following last week's rejection of a proposal by Sen. Russ
Feingold, D-Wis., to cut off
money for combat, the Senate is
expected to follow suit with similar bipartisan measures.
Delayed until early next year
is debate on the $190 billion the
military says it needs to fund the
war through September 2008.
There is little doubt that
Democrats are biding their time
and deliberating their next step.
Democrats are divided on
whether to continue paying for a
war they oppose, or cut off the
money and be attacked politically for refusing to support the
troops.
They
also
that
hope

.111 Iraq.
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AP
Karon, left, Alis, second from left, and Nora, third from left, the daughters of Marou Awanis, one
of two Christian women killed Tuesday in Baghdad by members of a private security firm,
moum with relatives on their mother's coffin during a funeral service in the Armenian Orthodox
Virgin Mary Church, Baghdad, Iraq, today.
two women before speeding
away from the latest bloodshed
blamed on the deadly mix of
heavily arrned protection details
on Baghdad's crowded streets.
The deaths of the women —
including one who used the
white sedan as an unofficial taxi
to raise money for her family —
came a day after the Iraqi government handed U.S. officials a
report demanding hefty payments and the ouster from Iraq
of embattled Blackwater USA
for a chaotic shooting last month
that left at least 17 civilians
dead.
The Tuesday killings were
certain to sharpen Iraqi government demands in curb the
expanding array of security
firms in Iraq watching over
diplomats, aid groups and others.
Accounts of the incident —
from company statements, witnesses and others — suggested
the Unity guards opened fire as
the car failed to heed warnings
to stop and drifted closer to the
convoy near a Unity facility in
Karrahah.
Statements from both Unity

and Rh] have made clear the
guards were not escorting RTI
clients when the shooting
occurred.
Four armored SUVs — three
white and one gray — were
about 100 yards from a main
intersection in the Shiite-controlled district at about 1:40 p.m.
As the car moved into the crossroads, the Unity guards threw a
smoke bomb in an apparent bid
to warn the driver not to conic
closer, said Riyadh Majid, an
Iraqi policeman who saw the
shooting.
Two of the Unity guards then
opened fire. The woman driving
the car tried to stop, but was
killed along with her passenger.
Two of three people in the back
seat were wounded.
Priddin's Tuesday statement
offered a similar account: "The
first information that we have is
that our security team was
approached at speed by a vehicle
which failed to stop despite an
escalation of warnings which
included hand signals and a signal flare. Finally shots were
fired at the vehicle and it
stopped."

Iraqi police investigators said
they collected 19 spent 5.56 mm
shell casings, ammunition commonly used by U.S. and NATO
forces and most Western security organizations. The pavement
was stained with blood and covered with shattered glass from
the car windows.
Majid said the convoy raced
away after the shooting. Iraqi
police came to collect the bodies
and tow the car to the local station. A second policeman, who
spoke on condition of anonymity because he feared retribution,
said the guards were masked and
wearing khaki uniforms.
Marou Awanis was born in
1959, Geneva Jalal in 1977.
Awanis' sister-in-law, Anahet
Bougous, said the woman had
been using her car to drive government employees to work to
help raise money for her three
daughters. Her husband died
during heart surgery last year.
"May God take revenge on
thos ,,)(idlers," Bougous said,
cryi outside the police station.
"No*, who is going to raise
them?"

Republicans will grow increasingly nervous about the war's
effect on the 2008 elections
Rep. John Murtha, I)-Pa., who
chairs the panel that oversees
military funding, predicted last
month that GOP lawmakers will
jump ship after the primaries
end.
"I see what happens to a
Republican when they say we
ought to start to get out," Murtha
said. "They bash them. I mean
they attack them viscerally and
of course they're the ones that
nominate them. Until that plays
out we're going to have a problem."
Democrats calculate that the
Pentagon has enough money for
the war, through February or
March, by borrowing against its
annual budget. Military officials
warn that doing so can disrupt
vital programs, such as base
support and training exercises,
and cost more money in the long
run.
Democrats say they are still
challenging President Bush on
the war. The House on Tuesday
legislation
passed
by
Abercrombie intended to make
it easier to convict private contractors of fraud.
The bill, approved by a 375-3
vote, would create a federal
criminal statute banning contracting abuse associated with
military operations and reconstruction efforts. It also would
ensure federal courts have jurisdiction in all cases, closing what
Abercrombie says is a loophole
in existing law that has let many
contractors off the hook.
A similar measure by Sen.
Patrick Leahy, 1)-Vt., was
approved in April by the Senate
Committee.
Judiciary
A
spokesman for Leahy said
Republican objections have prevented it from getting a quick
floor vote.

Peppers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
2001 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo
15,000 Miles, T/C, PW,
PL.
Stk. #CP218

96,000 Miles, 4x4, T/C,
PW, PL.
Stk. #CP183A

2007 Jeep Liberty 4x4
10,000 Mlles, T/C, PW,
PL, CD.
Stk. #CP220
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42,000 Miles, Alloy
Wheels, Spoiler.
Stk. #P6588
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wpm2006 Chevrolet Trailblazer LS
1998 Dodge Ram
1500 Sport
23,000 Mlles, T/C, PW,
PL, 7 Passenger.
Stk. #P6590.

98,000 Miles, TIC, PW. PL
Stk. #G7090B

GM Certified Vehicle

$21,495*
2006 Toyota Tacoma V6 SRS

2001 Chevrolet Silverado LT Z-71

25,000 Miles, T/C, PW,
PL, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #CP214
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105,000 Mlles, Heated
Leather, Nerf Bars.
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2007 Pontiac G5
24,000 Miles,
Stow-N-Go.
Stk. #CP2052
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1,000 Miles,
GT, Leather, Spoiler.
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$17,468*
2006 Nissan Aitima Special Edition

•

20,000 Miles,
T/C, PW, PL.
Stk. #TC8037A
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41,000 Miles,
Ext. Cab, 4x4.
Stk. #CP166
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MIRE FOR GREATEST SELECTION!
REGARDLESS OF COST OR LOSS,
ALL ITEMS ARE CLEARLY
TAGGED TO SELLOUT AT ONCE!

SPECIAL CREDIT

TERMS OFFER!

EVERYTHING'S

00 IN NEW FURNITURE,
4
BUY $500,''1,000, EVEN UP TO '5,0
MATTRESS SETS AND ACCESSORIES WITH . .

• LIVING ROOMS' • TABLES & !AMPS! • ACCESSORIES' • CURIO
CABINETS'
• DINING ROOMS' • MATTRESS SETS • ROOM
RECLINING
•
S'
PACKAGE
IN All SIZES!
• BEDROOMS'
• HIDEAWAY BEDS' • ENTERTAINMENT SOFAS AND
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(ENTERS!
• CHESTS'
• ROCKERS'
• PLUS MUCH,
• BUNK 1E09 • LEATHER
• RECLINERS!
MUCH MORE!
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• DINETTE SETS! • DAYBEDS!

NO DOWN PAYMENT!
NO FINANCE CHARGE!
NO MONTHLY PAYMENT
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• Broyhill • Action By •Tempur-pedic
•Serta Perfect
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Sleeper
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IT'S HERE TODAY!
12 NOON TO 8 PM!

DON'T BE THE ONE
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•YES! A
houseful of new
furniture can be yours!
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roomfuls of new home
furnishings and save
hundreds and hundreds
of dollars now!
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EVERY ROOM!
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